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SCHOOL OF LA\T CALENDAR
SUMMER SESSION 1969

May 3 l-Saturday: Regirtration.
June 2-Monday: First day of classes.
June 6-Friday: Last day for adding and dropping
July 4-Friday: Independence Day; no classes.
July l8-Friday: Last day of classes.
July 2l-Monday: Examinatioro begin.
July 25-Friday: Examinations

courses.

end'

FALL SEMESTER

19ó9

August 27-Vednaday: Registration"
,\ugust 28-Thursdayl First day of classes'
September

f-Friday:

Last day

for adding and dropping

courser.

November 26-\Øednesday: Thanksgiving recess begins at clore
December

l-Monday:

of

classe¡.

Classes resume, 8:00 a'm'

of

December

f-Friday:

December

8-Monday: Examinations

f)ecembe¡

l8-Thursday:

Last day

classes,

begin.

Examinations end.

SPRING SEMESTER

19ZO

January 7-\lednesday: Registration.
January 8-Thursday: First day of clases.

Jmuary 16-Friday: Last day for adding and dropping courser.
Ma¡ch 20-Friday: Easter recess begins ¿t close of cl¿sses.
March 3l-Tuesday: Classes resume, 8:00 a.m.

May l-Friday: Last day of classes.
May 4-Monday: Examinations begin.
May 13-\Tednesday: Examinations end.
May 24-Sunday: Baccalaureate, McFarlin Memorial Âuditorium,

10:10 a.m.;

Graduation Exercises, Moody Coliseum, 2:00 p.m'

of the School of L¿w ¿nd the University vill be closed July 4;
November 27; December 24,2J, nå 26¡ Jrnuary l; and March 22.
Ofices

ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY, AND STAFF
OFFICERS OF THE SMU BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Eugene McElvaney, Cbaitntøn of tbe Boørd
Bishop \Ø. Kenneth Pope,Yice-Cbøìr'¡tt'øn of tbe Bomd
Harry Shuford, Secretøry ol tbe Boørd
Phoebe A. Davis, Assistøøt Secretøry ol tbe Boørd

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Villiam P. Clements, Jr., Cbahrnøø

Aston
Jr,
Edwin L. Cox
Robert B. Cullum
\f. H. Dickinson, Jr.
Floyd B. James
James J. Ling
Eugene McDermott
Eugene McElvaney

James \Ø.

Leo F. Corrigan,

Algur H,

\Ø. Kenneth Pope
Charles Prothro
Mrs. Charles S. Sharp
Mark Shepherd, Jr.

Robert H. Stewart, III
Robert G. Storey
Villis M. Tate
C. A. Tatum, Jr.
George M. Underwood, Jr.

Meadows

LA\T SCHOOL COMMITTEE OF THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Judge Alfred P. Murrah, Cl¡øi.rmøn
Gerald C. Mann
C.
Coburn
Richmond
Harry A. Shuford
\Øilton H. Fair
Ross

L.

Malone

George M. Underwood, Jr.

LA\tr SCHOOL BOARD OF VISITORS
Vester T. Hughes, Jr.,

Henri L. Bromberg, Jr.,
Dallas, Texas

Dallas, Texas

J. \Øaddy Bullion,

Eugene Jericho,

Clovis Chappell, Jr.,
Midland, Texas
J. \Ø. Crosland, Jr.,

Joseph

Dallas, Texas

Dallas, Texas
Marshall J. Doke, Jr.,
Dallas, Texas

Justice Joe Greenhill,

Austin, Texas

Charles \Ø. Hall,

Flouston, Texas

IiØ. R. F{arris,
Jr.,

Dallas, Texas

Dallas, Texas

T.

Nance,

Dallas, Texas
Judge James Noel,
Flouston, Texas
John S. Nolan,
\Øashington, D.C.
Edward R. Smith,
Lubbock, Texas
Percy D. \Øilliams,
Flouston, Texas

The School of Law
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ADMINISTRATION
LL.D., L.H.D., Sc,D., Presidmt of tbe UniM.4.,
\Øillis M. Tate,
uersity

H. Neill McFarland, 8.D., Ph.D., Vice-Prcsììlent ønìl Prcuost of the
Uniuersity

R. Richard Rubottom, Jr., M'4., LL'D., Administrøtiue Vice'
Presiclent of the Uniuersity
Tiromas E. Ilroce, M.A., Vice-Presidcnt for thi'uersi.ty Reløtioøs
Phoebe

A. Davis, B.B.A., Secretøy of the Uøiuersity

Charles O'Neill Galvin, B.S.C., M.B'A., J.D., S.J.D., Deøn
Scbool of Løru
Robert Gerald Storey, B.A', LL.D.' Dean Emerìtas

David

V.

of

The

Purcell, 8.S., LL.B., Assistønt Deøn anil Ditector of

Deueloþment

Doris Beale, Administrøtiue Assistønt to the Deøn
.fcan Jnry, Dircctttr of Latu Scbc,¡ol Adnt'issiotts antl Records

FACULTY
Henry David

Akin

Adiøøct Prolessor ot' Løu

IJniv., 1922; LL'B', Univ. of Texas, l92f
Assistant Professor ol Løru
Robert Allen Bornstein
8.S., Stanford Univ., 1952; M'A., 19J6; LL.B., American
Univ., 1962
Protessor of Laut
Alan R. Bromberg
8.4., Flarvard Univ., 1949;LL'B., Yale Univ., l9l2
Prot'essor ol Løw
Jan Paul Charmatz
8.S., 8.4., Univ. of Prague, l92s; J'U.D., l93J; M.S., 1931;
LL.M., Yale Univ., 1952;LL.B., Univ. of Mississippi, l9lf
Assistønt Professor ol Løu
James R. Craig
B.II.A., Southern Mcthodist Univ., 1960; LL.B., 1963; LL.À4.,
Yile Univ., 1967
Prolessor of Løu
Harvey L. Davis
8.,{.., Univ. of Akron, t9l7;LL.B., Southern Methodist Univ.,

4.8.,

Southwestern

1940
Prof essor Erneritus ol I'atu
Emery
8.4., Univ. of \Øisconsin, 1921; LL.B., Harvard Univ., 1930
Professor of Løru
,iohn L. FitzGerald
8.4., Univ. of lVashington, 1928; LL.B., 1932; LL.M., Harvard Univ., 1934; S.J.D., Georgetown Univ., 1940

Clyde

ll

Faculty
\Øilliam J.

Flittie

B.Sc.L.,

Professor of Løu
Univ. of Minnesota, 1946; LL.B., Columbia Univ.,

1947
Charles O'Neill

Galvin

Prolessor

of Løu

B.S.C., Southern Methodist Univ., 1940; M.B.A., Northwestern lJniv., 1941; J.D., 1947; S,J.D., Harvard Univ., 1961
Robert S. Glen
Ad.juøct Professor ìø Psycbiøtry ønd Ldtu
8.S., Stanford Univ., 19f 0; M.D., 1914
Professor of Lmu
.A.rthur Leon Harding
,A,.8., Univ. of Arkansas, 1924; J.D., Univ. of Michigan, 1927;
S.J.D., Flarvard Univ,, 1932
Prolessor of Lau,
Lennart Vernon Larson
8.S., Univ. of \Øashington, 1933; J.D., 1936; S.J.D., Univ. of

Michigan, 1942

Joseph \Øebb

McKnight

Professor of Law
Texas, 1947;8.A., Magdalen College, Oxford
1949; B.C.L., 19f0; M.4., l9l4; LL.M., Columbia

8.A,., Univ.

Univ.,

of

Univ., 19Í9

Morris
Visitìng Prolessor of Løtu
8.4., Temple lJniv., 1944; LL,B,, Columbia Univ., 1948
George A. Pelletier, Jr.
Assìstønt Professor of Løtu
B.B.A., Univ. of Notre Dame, 196l; LL.B., 1962; LL.M.,
Harvard Univ., 1963
Reba Graham Rasor
Assistønt Professor of Løta
8.J., Univ. of Texas, 7946; LL,B., Southern Methodist Univ.,
Charles J.

19

66

Professor Emerìtas of Løw
Ray
8.4., Centre College, 7924;LL.B., Univ. of Kentucky, 1928;
S.J.D., Univ. of Michigan, 1930
Robert A. Riegert
Yìsitìøg Associ.øte Prolessor of Løat
8.S., Univ. of Cincinnati, 1948i LL.B., Harvard Univ., 1913;
J.U.D., Heidelberg, 1966
Engene L. Smith'*
Associate Professor of Løu
B.B.A., Southern Methodist Univ., l9f l; LL.B., 19i8
Valter 1ùØ. Steele, Jr.
Visi.ting Assocìate Prolessor of Løu
LL.B., Southern Methodist Univ., l9l7
Howard J. Taubenfeld
Professor of Løut
4.8., Columbia Univ., 1947; LL.B., 194S; Ph.D., 19i8
A. J. Thomas, Jr.
Professor of Løut
8.S., A&M College of Texas, 1939; LL.B., Univ. of Texas,
1943;LL.M., Univ. of Michigan, 1.947; S.J.D., 195l

Roy Robert

* On leave Spring semester 1920

The School of Law
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SØilliam

VanDercreek*

8.S., Iowa State Univ.,
LL.M., Yale Univ., 19f9

Associate Prolessm

of

l9l2; J,D,, Univ. of lowa,

Latu

19lf

;

Prolessor E¡nerìtas of Løu
Charles \Ø. \Øebster
Ph.B., Marquette lJniv., 1942;LL,B., Univ. of \Øisconsin' 1948
Professor Emeritus of Løut
Moss \Øimbish

4.8., East Central State College of Oklahoma, 1924; LL.B.,
Univ. of Oklahoma, 1942
Assìstønt Professor ol Løut
Harvey \{¡ingo
8.4., Birmingham-Southern College, l9f 8; M.4., Vanderbilt
Univ., 1960; LL.B., 1962
Ozro T.

\Øoods

Adjøøct Prclessor ìn Mediciøe ønd Løut

8.4., Univ. of Nebraska, 1920; M.D., 1924
LECTURERS

B. J. Brabham

8.4., Texas A&M Univ., 19f l; M.4., North Texas State Univ.,
1962;LL.B., Univ. of Texas, 19Í6; LL.M., New York Univ',

t96t.
John R. Carrell

8.8..4.., Southern Methodist Univ., 1946; J.D,, 1947; I-L.M.,
1967

Edward A. Copley, Jr.
B.4., Southern Methodist Univ., 1957; LL.B., 1960

Betty Sue Goolsby

8.,{., Texas Christian Univ., 1948; J.D., Southern Methodist
Univ., 1961
I-Icrbert S. Kendrick
B.B.A., Southern Methodist Univ., 1957i LL.B., 1960
David C. Musslewhite
8.S., Southern Methodist Univ,, 1959; 8.4., Oxford Univ.,
1963; LL.B., Southern Methodist Univ,, 1964,
D. Carl Richards
8.S., Univ. of Utah, 1943; J,D., Southern Methodist Univ.,
19t2

Stanley C. Simon

8.S., New York Univ., 1954; LL.B., Univ. of Tennessee, 1948

\Ø. Stephen Swayze

8.4., Southern Methodist University, 1963; L.L.B., University
of Texas, 1966

o

On le¿ve 1969-1970.

Faculty
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Helmut O. \Øolff
8.8.4,,, North Texas State University,

l9ll,

LIBRARY STAFF
Hibernia Turbeville, 8,A., Løu Lìbrarì.øn
Susie

K. Albright, 8.4., 8.S., M.A.,

Bres'er
Brooks
Ruth Crozier, 8.4., M.L.S.
Katherine M.

Billie

Assì.stant Løat Lìbt¿rlan

Carolyn Hoffman
Aline Sears
Nade Smit

Lyndall Ferrel

LA\T SCHOOL STAFF
Janet Balch
Lois Bl¿ckburn, A.B.
Lillian Blair

Mary Nelle Jeffers

N. Connally, 4,.4,., B.A.
Evelyn Dykstra
Gerry \Øootton Crow

Norma McGrew
Betty Morris

Twila Gerlich

Daniel C. Purdy, B.A.
Margaret Seifert, B.A.
Margaret Seitz
Mary Grace Shuey, B.A.

James

Marjorie Gray
Marcena FIadan

Elizabeth Holroyd, B.S.

Beatrice
Sandra

L.

Johnson

Ann L¿mbert

Paula Neumeyer, .4..8.4.

TO SPECIAL DUTIES
ADMISSIONS AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE:
ASSIGNMENTS

Professors

Craig (Chairman), Larson, Morris, Ray, and Smith
CURRICULUM: Professors Bromberg (Chairman), Flittie, and
Bernstein

Flittie (Chairman)r McKnight, and Smith
GRADUATE: Professors Thomas (Chairman), Charmatz, and
DISCPLINE:

Professors

Harding

LEGAL CLINIC:

Professors McKnight (Chairman), Morris, Pelletier and Steele (ar offcio)
LIBRARY: Professors Harding (Chairman) , Charmatz, and McKnight
ADVISOR TO lourøøI ol Aìr Løw ønil Co.twnerc¿; Professor Taub-

enfeld

14
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ADVISOR TO Soutbøestern Løut Joørnøl: Professor \Øingo

DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE OF AEROSPACE LA\Ø:
Professor Taubenfeld

DIRECTOR OF LEGAL CLINIC: Professor Steele
DIRJCTOR OF MOOT COURT ACTIVITIES: Professor Davis
MEMBERS OF FACULTY SENATE: Professors Bromberg, Craig,
Harding, Morris, and Taubenfeld
MEMBER OF THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE COUNCIL:

PTO-

fessor Larson

MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY GRADUA,TE .A.ND PROFESSIONAL COUNCIL: Professors Chatmatz and Thomas

T"u

scF{oo,-, oF

LAw

or

Sourhern

Methodist University was established in February l92l . The School
is a member of the Association of American Law Schools and is
approved by the Section on Legal Educ¿tion of thc American Bar
Association.

T}{E LEGAL CENTER
The School of Law is located on the northwest corner of the
University campus, within the city limits of University Park, approximateþ ûve miles from the business center of Dallas. School

of Law buildings (pictured

elsewhere in this bulletin) include
Storey Hall, Florence Hall, and Lawyers Inn. Construction of a new

law library building with a capacity of 4t0,000 volumes
1968, with completion scheduled for summer 1920.

in

began

The Southwestern Legal Foundation, organized in 1947 for the
purpose of supporting continuing legal education of practicing
attorneys, has its offices in Storey Hall.
Lawyers Inn provides living quarters and dining facilities for
seventy-6.ve students and contains a lounge, recreation room, faculty dining room, and several guest rooms for visitors. Florence
Hall, completely remodeled in 1968, contains the Law School
classrooms, seminar rooms, and a courtroom. The main building,
Storey Hall, houses the Law Library, administrative and faculty
ofrces, the Sou.tbuestern Latu Jotønal, the fourøøl of Aìr Løw ønd

Cotntnerce, the Oil øøil Gøs Reþortet, a seminar room, a large auditorium, and a lounge. The buildings are of modiûed Georgian architecture, conforming to the style of all permanent buildings on the
campus. The classrooms and courtroom are commodious and well

appointed. The three large reading rooms in Storey Hall provide a
place for study and research under excellent conditions.
The Law Library contains nearly 1t0,000 volumes carefully
selected to provide for study and research. It is equipped with
a microcard reader, a photocopy machine, and other modern facilities. Accessions are made at. the rate of approximately 6,000 volumes a year, with special attention being given to materials in the
fields of Oil and Gas, Taxation, fnsurance, International Law,
Comparative Law, and Jurisprudence. Emphasis also is placed on
Latin-American legal publications. Codes, periodicals, and outstanding treatises have been acquired from most of the LatinAmerican countries. There also are collections of legal literature of
France, Germany, Italy, and Spain. The Library contains all reported cases of the federal courts and all reported cases of the state

courts as well as all English cases from the time

of Henry VIII.

16
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The Law Library contains also collections of the rePorted cases from
the principal côuntries of the British Common*e-alth, - including

Irehãd, Scotland, .Australia, New Zealand, South Africa,

and

Canada.

The Library has complete files of over 3 f,0 leading legal periIt currently subìcribes ro 7J0 periodicals of which more
than 100 are from foreign countries. The statutory collection
includes the current ,t*t.ti. law of the United States and of ¿ll
of the states, and a selected list of United States Government documents, including congressional reports and hearings valuable for
r"r."tih in legislative intent. The rules, regulations, and decisions of
the administãtive agencies of the federal government are kept

odicals.

current. The Library-has excellent collections of treatises, encyclopedias, digests, citators, and loose-leaf services which make it a
ïaluable working laboratory for students. Several copiæ of all leading textbooks ari available.'There aremarLy texts on the subjects of
go-ver.rmerrt, economics, international relations, and business in the
collection.
Fondren Library, ne¿r the Legal Center, houses the general library
students.

of the University. Its facilities are available to law

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
The primary purpose of the School of Law is the preparation of
the student for the prâctice of law. The curriculum combines

training in the science and method of the law, knowledge of the
body of the law, and practical experience in the handling of pro-

fessional problems. It also explores the relationship and responsibility of the lawyer to other segments of society.
Students gain practical experience through such courses as
Practice Court, Moot Court, and Legal \l¡riting, and by work in
the Legal Clinic, as student editors of. the Soatbwesterø Løu f ournal and the loørnøl of Aìt Løa anil Comtnerce, and as student
assistant editors of. the OiI ønil Gøs Reþorter,
Throughout the curriculum, every effort is made to keep the
classes as small as possible and thereby give students the advantage
of individual attention and close personal relations with their professors.

DISCNLINE
To safeguard its ideals of scholarship, character, and proper personal condìct, the School of Law reserves' and each student as a

condition of admission concedes to the School of Law, the right to
require the withdrawal of any student at atay time for âny reason
deemed by the faculty to be sufficient.

Flonor

System
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Dismissal from the school may be honorable, as in the case of a
student dropped solely for poor scholarship, or dishonorable, as in
the case of expulsion for violation of the examination rules or honor
code or other serious breaches of discipline. Minor infractions of the
rules of the School of Law will render the student liable to suspension from classes and cancell¿tion of examinations or to other
appropriate sanctions.
Students in the School of Law shall not, without the written
consent of the Dean, either individually or collectiveþ use the name
of Southern Methodist University School of Law in any âctivity
of any kind outside the regular work of the school. Violation of this
rule is sufrcient câuse for dismissal.
Homor Systetn. The School of Law is conducted on an Flonor
System. ,4,11 phases of the student's association with his fellow students and with the school are covered.

I

TUITION AND

FEES

Tuition. The tuition fee is $800 for each of the two semesters
of the academic year and 9400 for the summer session' Under-

graduate students'taking less than the minimum course load are
ðharged g80 for each sãmester-hour. Part-time graduate students

a tuition fee of 58f for each semester-hour. Tuition and
other charges are subject to change at the beginning of any

-rr.ip"y
semester.

All students are entitled to use of the School of Law and University libraries, health services provided by the lJniversity,'r' admission
to numerous University-sponsored lectures, programs and performances, participation in the activities of the Umphrey Lee Student
Center, and services of the University's Placement Ofrce and Psychological Services Center (including the Reading Service Division,
the Speech and Hearing Clinic, and the Division of Testing, Counseling, and Guiclance). Each la¡ñ¡ stuclent also receives a copy of the
School

of Law Ye¿rbook.

Full-time students are entitled to admission to all on-campus athletic contests involving University teams and admission to home
{ootball gâmes played in the Cotton Bowl' Each full-time student
also receives

^

copy

of

the Rotuntla, the University yearbook.

Auditor's F¿:¿. Members of the State Bar of Texas or graduates
of approved law schools who have been permitted to enroll as auditors are charged a fee of g40 for each semester-hour. The fee is
payable at registration and is not refundable,
Admissiott. Deþosit. Each applicant âccepted for aclmission to the
first-year class is required to deposit $lf with the Admissions Secfetary oÍ the School of Law within four weeks of the date of his
acceptance. This deposit is applied against the tuition fee for the
first-scmester. Tbe d.eþosit is forfeitcd if tlte student løils to eøroll.
* The University providcs a limited health service. All students living in the
University do¡mitories or enrolled for rcgular work in the University are entitled to the following health services: an uniimited number of consultations with
tire University physicians during ofllce hours at their Health Center ofrces,
confcrcnces and treatments by the nurses ât such other times as may be designated by the physicians. Blood counts, urinalysis, physiotherapy, special laboratory
tests, and all X-rays are mrde with r¡inimal charge. Prescriptions are ñlled in thc
Health Center Pharmacy. ,¡tll new students will receive free tuberculin test ¡nd
X-ray of chest when test is positive. These privileges are extended to all ambulatory students irrcspective of ¡esidence. Students living in University dormitories
and taking all meals in University dining halls are ¿lso entitled to hospitalization

in the Health Center with nurse and doctor in charge. -A charge of $6.00 per dây
will be made, For students not taking meals in University dinins halls and not
living in dornitories, a charge of $8.t0 per day will be rnade for each day of
hospitalization.

Tuition and Fees
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Trunscrìþt Fee. Transcripts are issued only by the-Unive-rsity
bfrce. The first t?anscript requested is provided without
charge; for each additional transcript there is a fee of $1. Transcripis cannot be released unless a itudent has satisfied all of his
f.nancial obligations to the University.

Registrar's

Grøduøte Tbesis or Díssertøtì'oø Fee, A fee of $12 is charged
cach candidate for the LL.M. or S.J.D. degree to cover the cost of
binding three copies of the candidate's thesis or dissertation.

Pølrment

ol Accoøøts. Tuition,

room, .and board charges for

each semester or summer session are due and payable at the time of

registration.

Upon his failure to make Payment substantially

in full.

w!1hin

days after registration, a siudent will be dropped from the University utrless saiisfactory arran1ements have been-approved by thl

l0

A ðheck returned dishonored is not a valid
late payment. Information concerning loans-through-The
Tuition Plan, Inc., or Education Funds, Inc', may be obtained from
the Cashier.
Ttre fee for late registration is $ll. There is a late payment
charge of g f plus 6/i accrued interest when -a payment is made
after"the tentli dây following registration. A fee of $2 is charged
for adding or dropping a corrrse. A charge of $ I will be made for
each check dishonoied by the bank. There is ¿n annual fee of $10
for each student desiring to park his automobile on campus.

University Cashier.
rearon

foi

Refu.nd;. If a student should register in the School of La¡¡¡ and
for a-good reason be unable to attend classes, all of his tuition except glt ($t0 for new students) will be refunded. If a student
..girt.rr and attends classes, but leaves the University within three
wãeks after the úrst day of registration for a semester or summer
session, one-half of his tuition may be refunded. Refunds ate al'
lowed only upon honorable dismissal by the Dean of the School of
Law and muit be applied for at the date of withdrawal. After the
third week no refunds are allowed.
As a sþeciøl' exceþtioø,

if

a student is drafted during

a- semest-er'

he will be eligible for a full tuition refund unless he is eligible- for
academic creãit. "Drafted" includes both voluntary and involuntary induction, and involuntary reserve mobilization. Students lt¡ho
wish to take advantage of this excePtion must make written application to the Dean.

HOUSING AND MEALS
in the School of Law quadrangle, provides
for seventy-five unmarried male law students. The room rental rate f.or a semester is $2f 0 for each person
in a double room, A few single rooms are available at a semester
rental of g27f. Rooms are engaged for the entire academic year,
which consists of two semesters, Residents who v¡ish to remain in
their rooms between fall and spring semesters mây do so by making
special arrangements with the Director. An additional rental will be
Lawyers Inn, located

residence accommodations

charged.

The rooms are comfortably furnished and linens are provided.
Application for residence must be made on a f.orm supplied by the
Director of Lawyers Inn and must be accompanied by a deposit of
gf 0. Approvù of. application may not be given until the applicant
is accepted for admission to the School of Law. Application forms
are sent automaticâlly to all students accepted for admission.
Limited on-campus facilities are available for married students
and single women. Information concerning these facilities may be
obtained by writing the Ofrce of Special Services of the University.
A number of University-owned apârtments are located neâr the
School of Law. Information about them may be obtained from the
Business Manager of the University.
Meals are served Monday through noon Saturday in the Lawyers
Inn Dining Room. The privilege of using the Dining Room is available to all students and to their guests. Those using the Dining Room
(except ûrst-year students living in the Inn) rnay pay for each
meal separately or may contract at the time of registration for breakfasts, lunches, or dinners for a full semester.
AII first-year stu.tlents liuing in Løruyers Inn arc reqøì.reìl to take
tbeir maøls in tbe Inn's Dining Rooru. The cost of meals for one
semester is $300 plus 4/e state and city sales tax, payable at the

time of registration.

Rates for rooms and meals are subject to change at the beginning

of any

semester.

FINANCIAL AID
SruoBNrs BrcrNNrNo

tHr

Frnst YBnn

o¡'L¡v

Sruov

Scholarship grânts are made each yeú to highly- qualiFed graduates from colleges and universities in all parts of the nation. Entering students with exceptional qualifrcations may be granted- assistanie covering tuition, room, and board. Full tuition scholarships
are awarded éach year to graduates of accredited colleges who have
made excellent scholastic records. Partial tuition awards in varying
amounts also are made each year to college graduates with good
scholastic records who demonstrate need.
Application for scholarship awards should be made to the Ch¿ir*rrr^of the Committee oo $tudent Financial Assistance on a form
which may be obtained from the Secretary of Admissions.

All scholarship awards are made for one year. Recipients must
re-apply each yeir for further awards or grants.

V. Su'tnners Scholørsbìþs, Five scholarships worth in
$3,000 per yeú for three years are awarded each year to
outstanding entering students who are residents of, or who àre attending colleges or universities in Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, New
Mexico, Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, and Missouri. Prospective students interested in this progrâm should write for information to the
Chairman, Sumners Scholaiship Committee, in care of the School
of Law.
Høtton

excess

of

StuprNts \Ørrr¡ Aov¡Ncro SteNPrNc
A substantial number of tnancial assistance awards are made
annually to upperclassmen. Some awards equal full tuition; others
substãntial portion of tuition. The number and amount
"ov"r
" depend uþon the funds available, and the amount of
of
awards
assistance thal may be awarded to a given student depends upon
his academic record in the School of Law, ûnancial need, and participation in School activities.
Normally no more than half of an award is a grant' The remainder is a loàn that carries a nominal interest ra,fe a;nd is repayable
in installments following graduation. To insure that the School's
ûnanci¿l aid program will continue to grow' each recipient is asked
ro accept a moial obligation to repay the grant portion of his
aw¿rd when he becomes ûnanclally able to do so,

All

for one academic year. Recipients must
for further assistance. Awards arê not automaticaily renewed, and renewal ¿wards may be increased or decre¿sed upon consideration of the student's academic record, need,
awards ¿re m¿de

re-apply each year

¡nd ¿ctivities.
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The following 6rms and individuals have contributed $1,000 or
more for finanðial assistance to one or more students during the
academic year:

M, D. Andersoø Foønìløtion (Í)
Atutell, Graysoø, øød Atuell
Hørry L. Bi'gbee (for the Roy R. Ray Scholøsbiþ)
Cøúngton, lohnson, and Steþhms
Clouis Cbøþþell,
Vilton H. Fair

lr.

Fulbright, Croolzn, Freetnøn, Bates, aød løuorskí
Arthur I. ønd Jeønette Gì.nsburg
Lørry ønil løne Hørløn Fouød'øtion (2)
less T, Høy

laclzson, Valh"er, Vinsteøil, Cøøtwell, ønd Mi.ller
Jenlzens, Anson, Sþrød.ley, ønd Gilcbrist
Jobnson, Brom.bng, Leeds, ønd Riggs
Loche, Pørnell, Boreø, Laney, ani. Neely
Lotnas ønd. Nettleton Finøncial Corþorøtioø
Gerøld C. Mann (for the lohn E. Hichmøø MetnoriøI Scbolarsbiþ)
Harry S. Moss Foundøti.on
lames L. Noel, lr.
Rìtcbie, Rìtchìe, ønd Crosløød'
Squtbuestern Legøtr Foøndation (for the Høzel Porter Storey Memoriøl Scholørsbìþ and for the Robnt G, Storey, lr. Memoriøl
Scbolarsbiþ)
Soøth Texøs Chørity Foandøti.on

Sfuøsbu.rger, Price, Kelton, Mørtin, ønù Unis

V. Sumners Foundøti.on (11)
Tltomþson, Knìgbt, Simmoøs, ønd. Bullion

Høtton

Vyøøe, lafre,

øød. Ti.nsley

The following firms and individuals have contributed âmountr
from gl00 to gZl0 for ûnancial assistance to one or more students
durireg the academic year:

Akin, ViaI, Hømilton, Kocb, øød Tabb
Anonymoøs (2)
Robert A. Berøstein ønd George A, Pelleti¿r
Butler, Binion, Rìce, Cook,

ønd. Knøþþ

DølIøs Løtuyers Vi.ues Cløb

Dømøs, Høgømìn, ønd Bootb¡nøn
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Financial Aid

Haruey L. Døuis
Charl¿s O. Gøluiø
Geøry, Brice, Børron, øød Stobl

Elton R. Høtcbison
Lennart V. Lørson
Liddell, Darusoø, Søþþ, øød Ziuley (Íor the Frøøþ. A. Liddell Memoriøl Scbolørshìþ)
McCøll, Pørkburst, ønìl Horton
Nøøcy and Jøck" Titøs Fund. of tbe Dølløs Cotnmønìty Cbest Trast
Fønd

George G. Potts anil Mrs. Ad'ø Potts
Mettt or

Henry

ial

V.

Sc

holar s hiþ

Strøsburger

(for the Cbørles Sbhley Potts

)

(for the AIleø Hunter

Stuøsbmger Memoriø|,

Scholørsbìþ)

Møx Volens øød. loseþb B. Voleøs (for the Ralman Voleøs Memorial Scbolarsbiþ)
Texas Associøtion of Defense Coansel
Bld.on R. Yaøghøø

The following Endowed Scholarships are awarded each year:
Dalløs Løuyers Viues CIab Scholarsbi.þs
V. R, Hørris, Sr., Memoriøl Scbolørsbìþ
Erin Baiø loøes Scbolørsbiþ

John Leddy f ones Memorial Scbolarsbìþ

(Mrs. Erin Bain Jones contributed substantial additional funds
during the year to increase the endowment of the Jones Scholarships)

Funds to be used toward the endowment of scholarships have
been provided by the late Rosser J. Coke and Mrs. Coke, The
Dallas Lawyers \Øives' Club, Mr. Hawkins Golden, Mrs. J. Roscoe
Golden, the late Mrs. Annie Morris Anderson, Mrs. Erin Bain Jones,
\Ø. R. Harris, Jr., and Joseph V. McKnight.
LOANS

All

students in good standing at the School of Law, including
entering students, are eligible for loans under several loan programs.
Loan programs are administered by the University Office of Special
Services.

Each application is judged on an individual basis. Some

of

the

factors considered âre the student's income, assets, expenses, and the
purpose for which the loan is requested. Additional information
may be obtained by writing to the Director, Ofrce of Special Services, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 7r222.

PRIZES
The Dallas Lawyers'\Øives Club makes a cash award of 6100 to
an outstanding student in the second-year class. The award is based
on scholarship and need.
The Dallas ûrm of Carrington, Johnson, and Stephens presents a

gold watch to the outstanding student in the frrst-year class.
The Bureau of National Affairs awards a one-year subscription to
United Støtes Løut Veeþ to the graduating senior who has shown
the greatest improvement in scholarship in his third year.
Prentice-Hall, fnc., gives a two-year subscription to the Federal
Tax Gøide each year tõ the editor oÍ the lournøl' ol Air Løw øød'
Comnterce who has made the outstanding contribution to the overall development of the lournøL.
The Vest Publishing Company and Vernon Law Book Company
present annually a set of the two-volume treatise, Texøs Laø ol
Euideøce, to the scudent editor of the Soøtbzaestern Løut lournøl
who makes the outstanding contribution to the Joørnø\, both quality and quantity considered.
The Dallas ûrm of Thompson, Knight, Simmons, and Bullion
gives each year a cash award of g100 to the student editor who
writes the best original comment published in the Soøtbutesterø
Løut loørnø\.
The Dallas firm of Meer, Chandler, and Carlton gives each year
a cash arñ¡ard of gl00 to the student who prepares the best recent
case note for the Sqathwestern Løut loørnøl'.
The School of L¿w gives each year a prize of gfO to the student
who has prepared the outstanding comment and a prize of $to to
the student who has written the best câse note for the loørøøI of

Air Løu

ønd Comncerce,

The Dallas fi.rm of Johnson, Bromberg, Leeds, and Riggs gives
each year 9100 to the student deemed by the faculty to be outstanding in the telds of corporate and financial law, based both on
grades and on one or more original papers.
The Dallas fi.rm of Kilgore and Kilgore gives each year a cash
award of g100 to the student who prepares the best original paper
dealing v¡ith

oil and gas law.

The Dallas trm of Goldberg, Alexander, and Baker gives each
year a cash award of gfO to the member of the class in Creditors'
Rights who receives the highest grade on the frnal examination in
the course.
The American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers
conducts each year the Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition. The
writer of the best paper submitted by a student in the School of

Prizes
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Law on some subject dealing with copyright law is awarded pr'r:
^ The
of g210. Apúze of $roo is given fòr the second bestpaper.
best paper is-entered in the naiional competition in which an award
of $i,oio is made for the outstanding essay.
The Texas Trial Lawyers Association awards each year a $100
pÅze f.or the best .o**"ttt in the ûelds of torts or workmen's
comPensation lav¡.

The Arthur Stedry Flansen Consulting Actuaries of Dallas
to the student making the highest grade in
the corporate planning course, and $10 to the student making the

awards each year g100
second highest grade.

The Dallas ûrm of \Øynne, Jafie, and Tinsley presented to the
School of Law a bronze plaque on which is inscribed each year the
name of the outstanding student or students in inter-school moot
courr competition. The ûrm also makes a c¿sh ¿ward of $f 0 to each
stuclent selected.
The American Law Book Company awards each year one selected

title of Corþøs Jurìs Secaød.a'rn to the trst-, second-, and thirdyear students who have made the most signiûcant contribution
tov¡ard overall legal scholarship.

The Vest Publishing Company awards each year a selected title

from the Hornbook

Se;ies

to the students in the ûrst-, second-, and

who achieve the highest scholastic averâges.
The Robert J. Hobby Memorial Award of $1f0 is presented
each year by the firm of Durant, Mankoff, Davis, and Frantlin to
the siudent writing the most outstlnding paper in the teld of

third-year

classes

federal taxation.

The Passman, Jones, Stewart, and Andrews Award is given
annually to a third-year student who has maintained a high scholastic aveiage and has, at the same time, carried heavy responsibilities
of personal and family support.
Mr. Russell M. Baker of the Dallas Bar has presented to the
School of Law a bronze plaque on which is inscribed each year the
names of the members of the winning team in the Moot Court
Competition.
The Criminal Law and Procedure Av¡ard of Merit, a cash award
of $t0, is presented each year by Mr. Phil Budeson, of theDallas
Bar, to the student writing the most outstanding law journal casenote or comment dealing with Texas criminal law or criminal procedure, or dealing with constitutional law concerning the rights
of the criminally accused.

The Mercantile National Bank et Dallas gives each year to the
student making the highest grade in the Estate Planning and Practice

The School of Law
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course an award of g100, and to the student making the second
highest grade in that course, an award of gf0.
The Vall Street lournal each year awards a one-year subscription
to the Journøl and a medal to the graduating senior nominated by
the faculty on the basis of student achievement.
Bound reprints of selected topics from American Jurisprudence
are presented by the Lawyers Cooperative Publishing Company and

the Bancroft-\Øhitney Co. to each student writing the best examination paper in a number of courses.
Prentice-Hall, Inc., awards each year a one-yeâr subscription to
Federøl Tøx Gaìde to the outstanding student in taxâtion in the

third year

class.

SCHOLARLY PUBLICATIONS
Two student-edited law reviews are published by the School of

Law. The operation and management of each is vested in its Board
of Editors composed of senior students. Second-year students, originally selected on the basis of scholarship, become candidates for the
boards if they have exhibited a high capacity for legal research and
writing. ,4, substantial portion of each journal is devoted to material
prepared and edited by srudent writers end editors. In both publications, the work of the students, coupled v¡ith the guidance and
assistance

of the law faculty, has produced
to the legal

periodicals

of

perm-

profession. Law journal training is wideþ
recognized as an invaluable complement to formal legal education.

anent value

The Southuestetn Løut foarnø\, a legal periodical published by

the School of Law since 1947, appears ñve times each year. Although

the title of the publication indicates its geographical location, its
scope embraces signitcant phases of local, national, and international
law. The loarnøl reaches judges, law schools, and attorneys through-

out the United States and abroad. Each issue contains articles by
prominent scholars and attorneys and analyses by student writers
of recent cases, statutes, and developments in the law.
The loørnøl of Ah Løta ønd Cornmcrce, a quarterly publication
founded in 1930, is also published at the School of Law. The only
scholarly periodical in the English language devoted primarily to the
legal and economic problems of aviation and space, the loørnøl has
¿ world-wide circulation, with subscribers located throughout the
United States and l0 foreign countries. Each issue contains ¿rticles
dealing with the many complex problems of the rapidly expanding
airline industry, domestic and international. Among the contributors
are distinguished lawyers, economists, government oficials, and
scholars in diverse ûelds of intellectual activity. Complemented by
special sections dealing with topical issues of a diverse nature, Etudent comments, case notes, and recent decisions, book reviews, and
editorial comment, the foarnøl constitutes a vital forum for the
discussion and analysis of contemporary issues affecting aviation

and the law

of outer

space.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND
ORGANIZATIONS
Tbe Aþþlied. Legal Truiniøg Progrøm is conducted each summer.
Regular students finishing their second year oÍ. law work may enroll. The student is compensated by the employer to whom he is assigned. Assignments are made to legal offices (ûrms, corporations,

and government) for twelve weeks.

of the Coif is a national law school scholastic honor
Not more than ten per cent of all graduates during the
academic year may be elected to membership by vote of the faculty.
Formerly, The Orcler ol the Voolsøck was rhe School of Law's
honor society and had the same standards for election as Tbe Oriler
of the Coif .
Tl¡e Ord.u

society.

Tbe SMU Stu.d.ettt Bar Associatioø, composed of all studenrs in
the school, has as its general purpose the promotion of the inrerests

of the student body.

The Legøl Clini.c øød. Training ìø Professioøø|, Resþonsibiltty. In

cooperation with the Dallas Legal Aid Society and the Dallas Council of Social Agencies, the School operates a Legal Clinic under rhe
supervision of a Director who is a member of the faculty. For this
work the School maintains a suite of studenr offices and provides
secretarial assistance. The Clinic serves the r¡¡hole of Dallas County,
and cases from out of the county come by referral from other legal
aid clinics and socieries. Selected srudenrs are appointed ro as;isr
court-appointed attorneys in defending criminil cases. Students
also advise by mail prisoners in the statè and federal penitenriaries.
Students interview clients, prepare papers, and work as assistants
to attorneys of record when cases reach the litigation stage. In some
civil cases the judge allows the studenrs to arrl.r in preienting the
case in court. This work is open ro second- and thirdlyear rtud"nts.

of fifteen law
of scholarship, leadership, achievement,

Tl¡e Børristers is a general service orgtnizrtion
students elected oû the basis
and ¡rersonality.

Tbe Ad.aocøtes is an organization composed

ing in Lawyers fnn.

of all

students resid-

The Moot Coart Boørù, a student organization, administers a
continuing program to cre¿te interest in and aid in the instruction
of oral and written advocacy.

Student

Activities
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Tbe Regionøl Moot Coørt Comþetition is held each November.
Law schoõls in Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas, and New
Mexico are eligible to to-p.t". This competition is connected with
the National Moot Court Competition sponsored by the Association
of the Bar of the City of New York.
Tbe Støte lunior Bør Moot Coutt Conþetition, held each June
of the annual convention of the State Bar of Texas, is
an aipellate moot court comPetition between the law schools of
as a part
Texas,

Legøl Frøternities, tbe LegøI Sorority. Chapters of three national
legal-fraternities and one naìional sorority have been established at
th"e School-the John Hemphill Senate of Delta Theta Phi, the Roger
Brooke Taney ihapter of- Phi Alpha Delta, Monteith Inn of Phi
Delta Phi, and the Alpha Psi Chapter of the Kappa Beta Pi International Legal Sorority.
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THE JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAM
PRE-LEGAL STUDIES
The School of Law does not prescribe a 6xed course of prelegal study, but does examine the records of each applicant for admission to determine whether the undergraduate courses taken
reflect adequate preparation for the study of laq¡. So far as the student is free to elect courses, he should seek a well-rounded program, incorporating in it to the greatest extent practicable the

following subjects: English, History, Lirerarure, Economics, Philosophy, Political Science, and Accounting. Particular atrenrion should
be devoted to the development of facility and style in his use of the
English language.

Døtes

ADMISSION
of Admission. Beginning students are admitted in the fall

semester only.

AþþIicatíon f or Admìssion, Application for admission should be
in advance of the date of intended enrollment. Application must be on forms supplied by the School of Law. The application must be supported by transcripts from all colleges attended by
the applicant and by college questionnaires and letters of recommendation on forms supplied by the School of Law. A person ûling
an application while still enrolled in his undergraduate studies should
'e

made well

file transcripts showing the work completed to dâte and the courses
in which he is enrolled at the d¿te of application.
Each new full-time student of the University must present writ-

ten evidence of a recent physical examination by his personal physician. Registration of the new student is not complere unril rhe
physical examination form provided by the University has been tled
with the Director of the Health Cenrer.
All full-time students must have been vaccinated against smallpox within the last 6.ve years. Students are encouraged to have upto-date inoculations against tetanus, polio, and influenza.
Aþþlicøtioø Fee, A fee of Eli must accompany each applicetion for admission. The application fee is not refundable, but will
be credited against tuition if the applicant is admitted and registers.
*An applicant who has been accepted and hæ paid his g3i admission deposit, but who is drafted prior to beginning law study, will be allowed to enroll
without reapplication in the fall semester following the termination of his nilitary service, unless there has been a det¡imental change in his personal record.
It will be necessary for the student to submit only a new matriculation form
and a statement of his activities from the time of his initial application to the
time of his expected enrollment.

Admission
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Lata Scbool Adøission Test. Candidates for admission to the trstyear class must take the Law School Admission Test administered
by the Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey. Application blanks with complete details about the test mây be obtained
by writing to the School of Law.
Candidates are urged to take the test on the November or
February testing dates preceding the fall semester in which they
seek admission.

Admissioø b'y Selectìon Admission to the School of Law is
by selection baied upon the academic record of the applicant and
other available datt. The school reserves the right to reject any
applicant without statement of reason.
Credìt Reqaìreø¿nts, An applicant must have been granted a
bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university.
Admission Fee. Students accepted for admission are required to
g3f with the School of Law within four weeks of date
of acceptance. This fee is credited toward tuition charged upon en,
rollment. lt taill be forfeìted. if the stud.eøt føils to enroll,

deposit

Aovrrssro¡t to ApveNcnD STANDING
A student who has completed successfully a part
of the law course in another law school which was at the time of
his study a member of the Association of American Law Schools,
or approved by the Section on Legal Education of the American
Bar Association, may apply for admission with advanced standing.
The student must also have met the admission requirements of this
law school at the time he began the study of law. Students who
have been excluded from or who are on probation at another law
school are ineligible.
Dates of Admissìon. Transfer students who have completed two
or more terms of work in another law school may be admitæd in
the summer session or in either semester of the long session. An
applicant who has completed only one term elsewhere should submit
a list of law courses taken and inquire concerning possible dates of
Persons Elìgible.

¿dmission.

Aþþlicøtioø. Application for admission with advanced standing
must be made on forms supplied by the School of Law. It must be
supported by transcripts from all colleges and law schools previously
attended. Good standing in the law school last attended must be
established by a letær from the dean of th¿t school.
Aduønced Credìt. Adv¿nced credit for work completed in another law school will be determined by the Admissions Committee.
Advanced credit will not be granted for a course completed in another lav¡ school with a grtde below "C" or its equivalent.
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Minìncum Resiilence Reqairenmt A student admitted with advanced standing may not iualify for a degree from the School of
Law until he cómplätes satisfactorily at least 30 semester hours.

AUDITORS
Members of the State Bar of Texas or graduates of approved law
schools may be enrolled as auditors in courses. Auditors âre not
admitted to seminars. Auditors take no ex¿minations and receive
no credit forwork t¿ken. Full-time students in the University may

audit with the approval of the insructor, subject to conditions
may impose.

he

REGISTRATION
Regìstrøtioø Perìod's. Students who fail to register during the
announced registration period must secure permission of the Dean

ro register laie. A latJ registration fee of glJ will be charged,
without exception, of all students who register late.
Mi.ni.møm ønd Møxim.am Hoars.
Long

Minimum*
Maximum

Term

10
1,

Summer
5

8

Adding, Droþþing, ønd Vitbdrøwing. A student must give written noti6cation to the Office of the Dean whenever he adds, drops,
or withdraws from a course,
In those cases in which the student adds or drops a course' notitcation shall be on a form provided by the University Cashier's Office.
A fee of g2 is charged for each course the student adds or drops.
Periods during which a student may add or drop courses are set out
in the calendar on page 8.
Notiûcation of withdraw¿l from a course must be given on a
conform supplied
-the by the Dean's Ofice. A student may, with the
Dean and his instructor, withdraw without penalty
sent of
from a course at âny time prior to noon on the last day of classes
in a semester or summer session. A notâtion of withdrawal (\Ø)
will be entered for the course. A student shall not be entitled to a
refund of tuition if he withdraws from â course.
CLASSROOM \øORK AND ATTENDANCE
Vorþ, The instructor may exclude a student from a
course for poor classroom work or for improper conduct in the
classroom, Ín such case, the student q¡ill receive a failing grade
the course.
Cløssrooø'

!y!j

+ Unless

a sm¿ller number will meet residence ancl graduation rcquirements'

Tbe Løta Qøød'rangle-stotey Høll,

Ief

t;

Lawl

Studen.ts at uorlz
itt. the Latu Libtary

I

iu, the
i

LdTl/yers

Inn, center;

tl¡e cløssrootn,

ønd, Florence

Høll, right,

Prøcti.cc Cou.rt i.n.

An. informal lcchtre in, Maco Steuart Coultrootn,

sessi.on.

1t

Grades and Credits

Atteødance. Regularity in attendance at classes and diligence in
the discharge of all duties are required. Attendance records may be

kept by instructors; their decisions control the matter of penalties

for unsatisfactory attendance

records.

Absences frotr. Exønìnøtions. A student unable to take an examinâtion at the time scheduled, because of illness or other unavoidable
cause, must notify the instructor, who will make arrangements with
the student, subject to the Dean's approval, for taking the examination at a later time.

AND CREDITS
The minimum passing grade is 60. The final grade in ¿ course
is based upon written examination and other written work. ,{. student who fails to pass a required subject may repeat the course
but is not required to do so.
Metbod of Comþuting Auerøges. The grade in each course will
be weighed in proportion to the semester-hours credit assigned to
the course. In computing the average there will be included the
marks from all courses in which the student has taken the ú.n¿l
examination or received a frna| grade, regardless of v¡hether credit
in a particular course is required to meet the minimum requirements for graduation. \Øhen a course is repeated, both grades will
GRÁ,DES

in computing the over-all average, \Øhen the student
a grade of "\øF," it will be entered as a grade of 40 in computing the average.
be entered
receives

*RESIDENCE

A

candidate

for graduation must have been in

residence

for not

less than six semesters. To gain residence, the candidate must have
been registered for not less than ten semester-hours in a semester or
ú.ve semester-hours in â summer session, and must have passed not
less than nine semester-hours in the semester or ûve semester-hours

in the summer session.

If
ber

a student is registered

of

hours required

residence credit

for

for but fails to
residence, he

the minimum numbe granted fractional

pass

will

in proportion to the amount of work

dence cannot be earned by repeating a course

if

passed. Resiresidence was earned

when the course was first taken.
* Students who have been enrolled in the former Evening Division may count
one evening semestef of residence as three-fourths of one semester, See also page
38 of this bulletin.
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\øITHDRA\TAL AND READMISSION
Vitbdrøutø\. A student may voluntarily withdraw from the
School of Law before the datã of his trst examination. In this
event, no credit will be given for work in any class, and a. notation
of withdrawal 1V¡ w;tfUe entered on the student's record.
Reødmìssion of Former Stu'd'ents. Students who have withdraqrn
from the School'of Law while in good standing will be readmitted
subject to the following limitations.
Students who v¡ithdrew before completing their first semester
of law study may apply for readmission in the fall semester only.
Students who complèied one semestet m y apply for readmission at
the beginning of the spring semester only. Students who completed
two or more semestett -ty apply for readmission at the beginning
of either semester or a summer session.
Stuclents who apply for readmission within the following periods
v¡ill be readmitted- without re-examination of their entrance cre-

dentials: Those who withdrew before earning twelve semester-hours
credit, within twelve calendar months from the date of withdrawal; those who withdrew after earning twelve or more semesterhóurs credit, within twenty-four calenãar months from the date of
withdrawal. In computing- these periods there will not be included
any period or periods in which thã student wâs on active duty with
äf the armed services of the United States,- or any. period- in
""y
*hi"h the student was licensed and engaged in the practice of law
in this or another state. Students who apply for readmission after
the expiration of the periods stated will be required to comply with
the requirements for admission and graduation in effect at the date

of

readmission.

ACADEMIC FAILURE AND PROBATION
does not include the summer session;
"upperclassman" means one who has completed two semesters or
tdo^semesters and a summer session with an overall grade average of
70 or more. For the method of computing grade averages' see

In this section, "semester"

page 15.

First-Year Students:

l. Any ûrst-year student whose over-all grade average at the end
of the ûrst semester is less than 60 shall be excluded.
2. Any ûrst-year student whose over-all grade avertS.e at the end
of the fiist two semesters is less than 68 shall be excluded.
3. Any first-year student whose over-all grade average at the end
of the ûrit t*oi.*.tt.ts is between 68 and 70 shall be on probation.
Any such probationary student must in his third semester either
raise his ovãr-all grade average to 70 or more or obtain a semester

Requirements for

Graduation

J7

of at least 72. Otherwise, he shall be excluded. A student who raises his over-all grade avenge to 70 or more shall be
removed from probationary status. A student who fails to raise his
over-all ayerage to at least 70, b:ut who obtains an average oÍ. 72 ot
more in his third semester, shall become an upperclassman on prograde average

bation.

Trøøsfer Stadents:

A student admitted with adv¿nced standing upon transfer from
another law school shall be subject to the same scholastic requirements âs a student who has successfully completed his trst year at
this School.
Uþþercløssmen:
l. Any upperclassman whose over-all grade average at âny time
falls below 68 shall be excluded.
2, Any upperclassman whose over-all grade average at any time is
berween 68 and Z0 shall be on probation.
on probation and
3.
'{,ny upperclassman who begins a semester
whose grade averâge for that semester is less than Z0 shall be
excluded.
Reødmìssìon:

Any student v¡ho is excluded for poor scholarship may petition
the faculty for permission to re-enter the school. Such permission
may be granted upon whatever terms and conditions as the faculty
in its discretion shall determine.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION

All

candidates for the degree of Juris Doctor must sadsfy all
the following requirements:
l, Resideøce: The residence requirements set out on page 31.
The last two semesters of residence must be earned in this school,
2. Hoørs and. Grules: Ninety semester-hours credit with an overall grade average of not less th¿n 20.

3.

Courses:

courses as follows: Constitutional Law I and II,
and II, Crimes, Criminal Procedure, Ethics Lectures,
Evidence, Income Taxation, Introduction to Procedure I and II,
Legal \Øriting, Property I and II, Torts I and II, Use of Law Books,

(a) Required

Contracts

I

Vills and Trusts.
(b) At least one course involving International ¿nd Comparative
Lav¡ or Jurisprudence. Such courses are designated "ICLJ" in the
and

course descriptions on pages f0-64.
(c) At le¿st one planning course.
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(d) At least one seminar, other than a planning course, in which
a substantial paper is required."
4. Time Lhnit: A canclidate may offer toward the fulfillment of
the requirements only those couries completed by him in this or
¿nother approved lai school within (") .tþ" six calendar years
pr.".di"s'rhe intended d¿re of graduatìotr if he has been enrolled

in this oi .rroth., full-time law ichool, or (b) eight calendar ye¿rs
if he has been enrolled in the former Evening Division or anothtr
pârt-time law school. In computing the period, there shall not be
time cluring which the .rn.lidrt s¡as on active duty
i".t"J"¿
".ry
Ú.S. armed seivice or was licensed and engaged in the
;t.h
practice of lav¡ in any state.
active""y

Excepr for the limitation under rules _regarding readrnission of
former'students, a student must meet the Residence and Flours
Crr¿.t r.qri..-"ot, (1 and 2 above) in effect at the time he
"rrd
ff. wili not be afiàcted by subsequent changes in these re"rrr..r.
quiremcnts, Other requirements may be changed from time to time
with such applicability as the faculty dctermines'
HONORS
Candidates for the J.D' degree having the highest aYerage grades'
not to excced ten per cent of the graduating class, may by vote ot

the facultv be awarded the degree curn løude, 1nø8114 üt'n, løløe'
or sutnîna. cltm laudc. No one shall be eligible for honors who shall
i"rr" t.L"t elsewhere more than one-third of the work ofiered for
ifr. a.!t... Th. ,rr.rrg. grade shall be based- on v¡ork done in this
,"toãt"o,,ty, but to rei"iie the degree with.honors a *ansfer from
another
-tfr. lal school must have at lãast a "8" âvefage in lav¡ courses
r.ftá"l previously attended' -Normally, the minimum grade
",
cutn lautlc-88;

;;;;"t

for

slt.mtna cum

hãnors

^rá,
løude-9j.

,o,, lau'dc-8|;

magnd

* Students who dcsire to write an extensiYe paper in their third yeat may
substitute two hou¡s of Diteclcr] Rese¡rcb for the seminar requiremcnt'
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Section III: The Graduate School of
American and Foreign Law

1969-70

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN LA\T
The Graduate School of American and Foreign Law, in offering
Drosrâms of advanced studv bevond the 6'rst degree in law, is deåign"ed to broaden the studeni's understandi"s -o-f the Ansþ-

Aäerican legal system and its place i -n the world and

opportunity

Ïot tiody to those

eþ l"g"l problems. io

achieve

põrtunlieJfor study and

l.

i¡iterested

to

offer

in international and for-

its objectiv-es, the School offers opin the following areas:

research

Advanced study in ,4.nglo-American law.

2. An intensive course of study in international and foreign
Iegal problems for United States lawyers.
3. One-year courses of specialized legal trainin-g in international
law, comparative law,-and basic principles of Anglo-American
l¿w for lawyers from foreign countries.
OBJECTIVES OF GRADUATE LEGAL STUDIES
The programs of the Graduate School of American and Foreign
Law ofier to lawyett an opportunity for more productive careers
in the private prâctice of-Îaw, in teaching, ¿nd in public service. The ptogt"-t are designed to meet vtryittg needs of the legal
communiiy iuch as (1) toãfiord intensive training,on the 8-raduate
level in the áelds of law which have become highly specialized in
modern practice; (2) to increase the student's understanding- of -the
philosophy and history of law and of the administration of justice;
and
if) to^bioaden his background through a study of comparative
international law; (4) to encourage research and creative writing
in the law and related fields; and (f) rc offer specialized instruction
to practicing lawyers âs â part of the plan for continuing education
of the Bar.
Graduate study is open to lawyers who ¿re graduates of approvcd
law schools. Classes are scheduled not only during the day, but also
during the evening for it is an objective of the Graduate School
to foster graduate study for the practicing lawyer.
To meei its objectives the Graduate School of American and
Foreign Law offers'the following types of advanced legal programs:

prog.r*t leading to the degrees of Master of Laws, Mâster of Comþarative Law, and Doctor of the Science of Law.
Mastn ol Løtus (LL.M.): This program offers lawyers previously
trained in-Anglo-American law ân opportunity to broaden their
background inlaw in certain specialized areas of the law by 9n¡911-ing i-n advanced courses and seminars and engaging in specialized
research.
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Mastu of Comþøratiue Løut (M.C.L.); This program is designed

to offer to foreign lawyers, trained in the civil law system, an
opportunity to acquire a knowledge of the legal system and
political and legal institutions of the United States as v¡ell as of
international legal problems, and to offer to lawyers, previously
tr¿ined in the Anglo-American law, studies in the civil law system
with

that of Latin America supplemented by course
in international law and Latin American public law. For
the latter type of. student an additional period of graduate study
in Latin America is available upon successful completion of the
one-year progr¿m leading to the Master of Comparative Law and
upon demonstration of an exceptional capacity for advanced study
in the civil law. Eligibility for participation in the programs in
emphasis upon

offerings

Latin America requires profi.ciency

in the Spanish

language.

ol

the Scìeøce of Lma (S,l,D.) I The doctoral program
provides outstanding students, primarily those in the academic
ûeld or interested in entering the academic field, an opportunity
for advanced study and extended research in specialized areas of

Doctor

the law.

Generøl Grødaøte Stud.ies. The School of Law inaugurated the pro-

general graduate legal studies in 19f0. This program is
to meet the need for continuing development in the law
caused by the changes and stresses of the modern era. Initially, the
offerings were limited, with specialized curricula in areas of interest
to southwestern lawyers, such as oil and g¿s, taxation, and corporate
problems. Additions to the program were gradually made. In 1963,
â program leading to the doctoral degree in law (S,J.D.) was added
to the mâster of laws (LL.M.) progrâm.
Tbe Lata Institute of the Americøs, Established âs â graduare
division of the School of Law h L952, the Law Institute of the
Americas r¡âs a pragmatic experiment in international legal educ¿tion. It was designed to improve understanding among the peoples
of the Americas through study of the law, institutions, and governments of the American nations and to train lawyers to handle
gram

of

designed

\Øestern Flemisphere legal problems. The organizers recognized that

lawyers generally are among the leading arbirers of policies, both
national and international, and believed that inter-cultural exchange
would increase the sense of total hemispheric responsibility among

future decision-makers. The program

of

the Law Institute

of

the

Americas was designed to teach civil-law lawyers of Latin America
the fundamental approaches, thought patterns, theories, and terminology of Anglo-American common law. At the same rime, the
Law Institute undertook to teach common-law lawyers of Canada
and the United States the fundamental approaches, thought patterns,
theories, and terminology of. Latin American civil law. BotL groups
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were combined in comparative courses of constitutional and commercial law and in couises dealing with the international law of the
Americas, known as inter-American regional law,
Tbe Acødemy of Amerìcøn Løut. The success of the Law Institute
of the Americas led to the establishment of the Academy of ,{merican Law to provide a comprehensive program of study in the tl-reory

and practicã of American political and legal institutions and the
Ameiican legal system to lawyers from outside the \Øestern Hemisphere who have not received training in Anglo-American law. The
itudents are introduced to the basic processes and instructions of
American law. Stress also has been placed on the evolution of constitutional principles essentiâl to the development of human freedom and upon iniernational law and the establishment of an ordedy
framework for international relations.
Lawyer-students in this progrâm have come from the Far and
Middle'East and from Europe. Like the Latin Americans, they have
beneûtted from increased knowledge and from living in the United
States and learning of its multifaceted society. Students from
Canada, the United States, and Latin America have learned to
appreciate

the scholarship and ability

A

of

lawyers from outside

benetcial side-efrect has been the introduction
of non-American students, most for the first time, to Latin Amerithe Hemisphere.

cans and to Latin American legal institutions,

Tbe Institu.te of Aerosþøce Løtu was founded in M¿rch 1967. lt
is designed to offer a threefold training in the developing fields of
air law, trânsport law, ancl the law governing outer spâce activities,
and to meet the need of government, industry, and international
organizations for lawyers so trained. Participants engage in a program which includes courses and lectures, special research assignments, and a working relationship with the loørnøl ol Ah Lata and.
Comtnerce, a legal quarterly of world-wide circulation published

at the School of Law.
DEGREES
Møster of Lørus (LL.M.). To receive the degree of Master of
Laws the student must meet the following requirements:
(1) Residence in the School of Law for not less than two
semesters

if

a full-time student, and not less than four

semesters

if. a part-time student.

of twenty-four semester-hours in courses and
or in courses and seminars and in research and writing
equivalent to ten, eight, or four semester-hours leading to an
approved dissertation. Courses v¡ith a grade below Z0 will be
eicluded. The student must h¿ve aî avefage grade of 80 on all
(2)

Completion

seminars,

courses taken.

Graduate Legal
_

(3)

Complerion

the general theory
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of at. least. four semesrer-hours in the ûeld of
of law. These courses are counred toward the

twenty-f our-hour requirement.
\X¡ith
approval,
.hours
-p_rior
of his required

rhe srudenr may rake nor more rhan four
work in the Graduaæ school of Humanities

and Sciences or in Perkins School of Theology. In particular, a student will bene6.t from courses in economics"änd theology i" wttictr
there is considerable jurisprudential conrent.

(4). Preparation of
.a. dissert_arion_ by those srudenrs wanting
partial research and wriring
credit. This'disserration must be writ]
ten under the direction_of Jprofessor and musr be approved by both
the professor and the Committee on Graduate Legäl'Studies.' ,Xf.ro
approval by rhe professor under whose direction ihe dissertation is
written, it must reach the Committee in quadruplicâte ar leasr 60
days before the date on which the candidat" ,ôk, to receive his

It is recommended that the dissertation be in a form ,niiril.
for publication. The dissertarion must comply with the inrtructiorrs
degree.

published by the Committee; instructions^ áre avail¿ble
Committee.

from the

( t ) All requiremenrs rnusr be completed wirhin rh¡ee vears
from the dare of initial registrarion as ä graduate ,rod"rrt, .irrL,,
the candidate is conrinuouily enrolled as ã part-time st.ri.ot, i'
which case all requirements'must be compleied *ithi" û". y..À.
.Møster of Comþørøtiue Løta (M.C.L.). The requirements for
this degree include the completiott of twénty-four tio""r or
from the courses ser out below in the prograÁs of Comparati";;;ã
"".¿i,
International Law or from other
ãelected after lonsultatio'
"o.rri.,
with the Committee on Graduate
Legal Studies. The j.jr." i,
awarded to those students who completã the course work w"ith an
average grade of 7f, and, no grade 6elow 20.
Doctor of the Science of Løu (S.J.D.). persons who have com_
pleted the requiremenrs for the Maiter of 'Laws degree or the Master
of Comparative Law degree with distinction, o, *ño have engaged in
law _teachi_ng or the practice of law for ûve years and demoäsirated
legal_ schola-rship by writings of high merii, may be admittej to
candidacy for the S.J.D. degree. A iandidate for the doctoral degree ordinarily will be in residence for one year and enroll in at
least four semester-hours of
hours in legal pt it", t y
-courses -(two
and two hours in compararive
legal'theory or interãatiå"rl l"ili.
These requiremenrs may be waived by the Committee on Graduale
'has
Legal Studies when the candidate
complcted work at the
master's level in this institution. The candidaie must, within ûve

years af.ter completion

of the

residence requiremenr fó, th. S.T.D.
in publishable form
' ;;;
""ã E-'-thesis topic anå relared subjects.

degree, satisfactorily complete a thesis

an oral examination on hii
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ADMISSION
STUDENTS \øHO ARE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
and the LL.M. degree require extensive previous
The S.J.D.
"itt degree
"common
law system. Applicants for admission to
th.
training
¿;;Jtd;"t for these degrees múst have- õ6tained an undergraduate
of- Anglo-Arnerican
law degree, normally fr-om att approved
-degree,school
previously trained in the
law. A"pplícarrts for the M.C.L'
law, must also have received a degree from an approved
"o-*o-ti
r"h".f .f at llo-Rm".ican law. The applicant must have an undergraduate ladschool record displaying scholarly aptitude or must
ã.-orrrtr.t" ability to engage in graduate legal studies.
The foreign applicants for the M.C'L. degree must-be a graduate
of f*.is"" law ^school of standing compaiable to those approved
bv "the sec"tion of Lesal Education of the American Bar Association.
Éi, .rnd.rg.rduate lãw record must demonstrate scholarly aPtitude
and he muit be proficient in the English language.
STUDENTS \THO ARE NOT CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
A limited number of members of the bar who do not seek
advanced desrees may be admittecl to advanced seminar coufses as
special studeîts. Auáitors are not permitted, as all students must
participate in the work of the coursã, prepâre assignments, and take
examinations.

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
Application for admission by United States -applicanæ should..be
Legal Studies,
-rdä^ to the Secretary, Committee on Graduate
School of Law, Southern Methodist lJniversity, Dallas, Texas 7i222'
Application forms will be mailed uPon request' An applicant Tult
in'cirrde with his application a lettei statir\g the .purpose for which
he wishes to do giådn.te work. Completeã applications should be
received by August 1.
Application for admission

by foreign students may be made -to
the iristitute of International Education through the Committee for
studv and Training in the united states in the candidate's country,
if thl lrrrtitr.tte has'a connection v¡ith the country' in Septernber or
ó"tã¡.t of the year preceding that of ,intended enrollment' The
address of the Cornmitìee can be obtained from the Cultur¿l Affairs
Officer at the United States Embassy or from the nearest IJ'S'
consular ofrce. Application m¿y also be made dìrectly- to the Secret"ry, Com*itt.. àtt Graduate-Legal. Studies, School of Law,.SouthMethodist lJniversitv, Dallas, Texas 7J222, U'S'A. Application
"rn
forms will be sent rlpor, t.q.t"tt. Applications shall include the age
of applicant; a thort cutìculum ufuàe; stttement of -protci""tl P
n"giiäh; a certited transcript of grades received in law school, in

n

Fellowships
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of recommendarion from the Dean of the law
school and from a law professor; and a recent head-and-shoulders
pho^tograph of the_appliðant. Applications for each rerm beginning
in September may be ûled at any rime before June 1.
English; letters

FELLO\I¡SHIPS
Fellowships providing tuition, fees, room, and board, are available
each year to a limited number of highly qualifred studenrs from
abroad. Certain tuition grants also are available to candidates who
present superior scholastic records.

Attention of foreign applicants is directed ro rhe fact that the
of American and Foreign Law has no funds to
grânt for travel expenses, either to or from the United States or
within the United Stares, nor does it have any administrative influence- through which governmenr or private agencies can be
persuaded to assist in travel.
Graduate School

SPECIALIZED AREAS OF CONCENTRATION
The Graduate School of American and Foreign Law, in order ro
meet the needs of the_ legal profession, particularly in the geographical area oÍ Southern Methodist University, ir", so.rght" to
create courses and seminars in various areas of concenùation.
Advarrced gra.duate. s_tudy_in these specialized ûelds should impart
additional skill and knowledge ro roday,s lawyer ro ¿ugmenr his

professional comlætence and aid the advancement of ñi,
".r..r.
.the student,- upon_ beginning graduate srudy, normally will
select his-progr-am from the following areas and coúrr"r. Any äisserThus,

tation which he prepares should be directed toward his'area of

specialization. Each graduate student v¡ill select his program after
careful consultation with the Chairman of the Commiftee"on Graduate,Legal,studies so thar his program can be arranged to meer his

individual

It

needs.

should be noted that some of the courses and seminars set our
below are not offered each year, A special schedule of courses is
published before the beginning of eachlemester. The srudenr should
consult these schedules for actual offerings of each semesrer.
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Administrøtiue ønd Pablic Løat
Administrative Law ---------------,-----

3

Government Regulation
of Oil and Gas

2

3
Labor Law
Legal Problems of the
a
Urban Society
Labor Problems Seminar -...---*------ a
)
Employee Relations

Administrative Agency Prtctice ---- 2
Government Contr¿cts ----------------- 2

Military Law and Justice

2
Seminar
Regulation of Business -----------*------- 3

Air Law II

)

(Substantive)

Civil Rights

2

Semin¿r
2

(Procedural)

2

2

Municipal Corporations

a

,

Civil Rights Semin¿r

Antitfust

Land Use Planning --------------------

2

Legislation

Secutities Regulrtion -------------------- 2
Regulated Industries Seminar ------- 2

American Constitutions --------' -----

2

Anosþøce Løu

I

and II
Economics of Transportation
and Location
Air Transpott Labor Relations ----Legal Problems of Outer
Space Âctivities
lotmral of Air Law ønd

Air

Law

Connerce Editorial Seminar ,-----

Internation¿l Law
International
Organizatiom Law --, --, ,----------Problems of Doing

2

t

Business Abroad
2
2

Comþørøtìue ønd Inte¡nøtionøI Løa)
International L¿v¡
International
Organizations Law
Problems of Doing
Business Abroad

t
3

t

Inter-American Regional Law -------- z
Comparative Law I & II ----- -.----- 4
Comparative Civil Procedure ------ 2
Comparative Criminal Justice -------- 2

Comparative Private
International Law
Common Market Law --------, ------.American Constitutions ----,---------Legal Problems of

Outer Space Activities

z
2

2

-----,,-------- 2

Roman Law

2

Admiralty

Cont.þørøtiu e ø?t¡l lnternltìonøl Løa)
(For Foreign Students Previously Trained in Civil Law System)
Probleme of Doing
Commercial Law I (Common) --- 3

Civil Procedure ----.-- 2
Comparative Criminal Justice ------ 2
Comparative Private
)
International Lâw
3
Intern¿tionâl Law
Inter-American Regional Law - ------ 2
2
Land Use Planning

Comparative

Law in Society I

2

3
ßusiness Abroad
Americarr Constitutions --------------- 2

Common Ma¡ket Law ,------,-,-,------Commcrcial Law II (Common) ---Government, Labor,

and

2
3

Business

Internâtionâl
Organizations Law

Law in Society II

t
2

Corþorøtion ønil Comn'erciøI Lau
Insurance

2

Creditors' Rights

3

Corporate Planning

2

Problems

of

Doing

Abroad --,-----,---------------

2

Regulated Industries Serninar --------

2

Business

Areas

of Concentr¿tion

Corporate Finance
2
t
Corporate Rærganization ---_
Secririties Regu'Íation
-- -------------- 2
Patent Law
2

Antitrust

47
Seminar

a

Ai¡LawI&II

t

Government Contracts -------_-

2
2

Legal Accounting
Comparative Law

II

a

Crininøl Lau
Comparative Criminal Justice

--______

Law and Psychiatry -------------------

Civil Rights Semin¡r

2

2

(Procedural) -------------,-----------_--- z

Military Law and Justice

---_-__-_______

Advanced Criminal Ltw --------------Mental Conditions and

Criminal Liability ---------,---------,--Forensic Medicine

Z

2
2

2

lari.sþrødeøce a.rrd Legøl History
Law in Society I &
Roman Law
Comparative Law I

II

------------------

4

2
2
-----------a""lyti""i j"i.pt"¿""".--------------- 2
Ethics and Law Seminar
2
Law and Psychiatry
2
Legal History
3

Legal Problem of the
Urbm Society -----------------------Science, Technology, and Law -------Federal Appellate Pr¡ctice
and Philosophy ----------,-----------------

2
2

___-___-

2
2

_, --_,_

2

----------------

3

Compar¿tive C¡iminal Justice
Problems of
Professional Responsibility

Løbor Løa
Labor Law

3

A.rbitration Seminar
Coilective

Seminar

Employee

-

2
- -- 2
2

Labor Problems Seminar

Air Transport Labor Relations
Admiralty

-

---- 2

-

Administrative Agency Practice

_-,_ 2

Løa and Medicine
La.w and
Medico-Legal
Food and Drug Law
Forensic Medicine

2

Ment¿l Conditioru end

2
2

Science, Technology, and L¿w

C¡iminal Law

2
-_______

z

2

Prøctice ønd Procedøre
.A.dminist¡ative Agency Practice - -,

2

P¡oblems of Proof
Labor Problems Seminar

(Procedural)
Tax Procedure and Litigation

2

Federal,A,ppellate Practice
and Philosophy
Law and Psvchiatru
Medico-Legal Problems ------------_---__

Civil Rights Seminar

2

Estate Administration ----- ---_-,----Comparative Civil Procedure _ -_ ,_

2
2

2
..----

Proþerty ønd Natural Resources Løtu
2
Oil and Gas

Estete Administrâtion ------, -,-- -----,
Estate Planning and Practice -. ----

Future Interests Seminar
Land Use Planning
Security
Texrs

Property

Comparative Law

I

\frater Law
Govermenr Regulation of
Oil and G¿s

-----

-------,

2

2

,

2

t
2
2
2
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'Tøxation ønd Estøte Pløøning
Estate Planning and Practice -------Feder¿l Oil and Gas Taxetion -------Legal Accounting --------------------------

2
2

Texation and Fiscal Policy ----------Taxation of Business Entitie¡ --------

2

Tax Procedure and Litigation

2
-------- 2
2

T¿xation of Defer¡ed
fümpensation Pl¿ns ------------------Corporate Roorganization ------------Problem of Doing

2

2

Bu¡iness Abroad
State and Local Taxation --------------- 2

Trude Regaløtiott,
Antitrust
Patert

2

Seminar

L¿w

------------ 2

Regulated Industries Seminar -------

Regulation

L

I

ì

tl

!.

ij

of

2

Business ------------------- 2

Securities Regulation ------------------ 2

A.ir L¿v¡

II

Government Regulation of

Oil and Gas

a
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THE CURRICULUM
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
The unit of credit is the semester-hour, which represents one
per weeh for a semester. The number of semester-hours
"l"rr-horff
credit givett for the satisfactory completion of each course is
of
r.rr.¿. ÑJtttions following the to.t-rte- descriptions- have these
meanings: ICLI-meets requirement for a course in International
and Coäparatiíe Law or Jurisprudcnce Paþer normølly teqøired'indicates lo,t.t. which, with the instructor's approval, meets the-requiremcnt for a seminar with a substantial paper. This is a complete
lìsting of courses offered by the School of Law' Sotne courses øÍe
offericl less often lbøn ønn.uøIlY,
J. D. PROGRAM
REQUIRED COURSES
Constitatioøøl Lø.¿u I ønd. lL Five hours. A study of the constitutional
Dowers ¿nd limitations

of

federal' state, and local governments

ïr, the light of the Constitution of the United States._ Emphasis
i, placed".rpon the principle of judicial review; the federal com-

and iis limitation'upon-stâte economic regulation;
ûsål and proprietary Powers ãf th" Fed.tal Government, its

*Jr"" po*ät
the

*.., ,r."ry,

ånd^

oth.i þo*.tt;

inter-governmental relations;

riglrts, privileges, ancl immunities under the Constitution, partlã"hily the äeaning and application-of .-due process of .law,
limitations on imposi"tion of criminal liability, -freedom of ex-

pression and religiãn, and the equal protection of the laws'
Cintrøcts I and. lI. Six hours. History and development of the com-

mon law of contract; principles controlling.the formation,,performance, and termination of contracts, including the basrc
doctrines of ofier and acceptance, consideration, conditions' mâfor the benefit of third persons'
terial breach, damages,
"o'i.."tt
assignments, ancl the Statute of Fraucls.
Crimes. Two hours. Origins and sources of the criminal law;
th" various speciûc crimes, including
the elements of crime
"Ãd
homicide, assault, rape, larceny, robbery, and arson.
Criruinøl Proced'ure, Two hours. Criminal procedure under the
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, including jurisdiction, venue,
oreliminary examination, grand jury, indictment, information,
ãi.rt. .ti"l, scntcnce' probitiott, and'prrole; rights of a criminal
ã"f"ád".rt under the United Strtes and Texas Constitutions'
Etltics Lectørcs. One hour. Material relating to the "rights" ancl
"responsibilities" of ¿dmission to the bar, review of Canons of
interpretative opinions, consideration of partic.ular
Ethit
"ttd
problems
arising ãut of relalionship of the lawyer to his client,
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opposing counsel and the contt. Problems in Prof essionøl Resþoøsibility or Ethics ønd Latu Semì.nør may be substituted by the
student in satisfaction of the Ethìcs Lectures requirement.
Euideøce, Four hours. The rules of evidence on trials at common
lav¡ in the Federal Courts and in Texas, including examination,
competency, and privileges of witnesses; leading rules and principles of exclusion and selection, including the hearsay rule and
opinion rule; problems of remoteness and undue prejudice; judicial

notice; burden
and jury.

of proof and presumptions; functions of

judge

Incorne Taxøtion, Three hours. An introduction to the federal income tâx system; analysis of sections of the Internal Revenue
Code, Treasury Regulations, rulings, and case law; development
of concepts of income, deductions, capital gains.
Legøl Vrì.tìng. One hour. Study of legal style, legal draftsmanship and actual drafting of memoranda and opinions on assigned
points of law.
Proccdure I and II. Six hours. Civil procedure, primarily on rhe

trial level; forms of action; single form of aðtion; distinction
between law and equity; merger of law and equity; modern civil
action of today under modified common law and equity, under
the codes and under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, includ-

ing jurisdiction of courts, v€nue, process, pleading, pre-trial practice, right to a jury trial, withdrawing cases from a jury, motions
after verdict, judgments, and their enforcemenr.
Proþerty I ønd IL Six hours. Selected topics in personal properry

law; possessory and non-possessory estâtes in fee, for life and for
term, and their respective incidents; concurrent ownership; future interests; landlord and tenant; covenants running with land;
easements; licenses; water rights.

I and lL Six hours. Civil wrongs arising from breach of
duties imposed by law as disdnguished from duties created by
contract; including trespass to person and property, negligence,
misrepresentation, defamation, and nuisance; right of privacy;

Torts

fault and strict liability.
of Løu Books. One hour. Group program covering use o{
law library, form of citation of authorities, and research tech-

Use

niques.

\Yi.lls ønd. Trusts. Three hours. '{ basic course in the law governing
trusts and the testate and intestate devolution of property. Subjects covered include intestate succession; formalities of inter
vivos and testamentâry transfers; creation of trusts; construction
of donative instruments; and policy considerations in the disposition of q¡ealth.
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ELECTIVE COURSES
Abstrøcts. One hour. Nature of an abstract of title; contracts
to furnish an abstract; ownership of abstract; liability of abstracter; examination of ¿bstracts.
Ad.mìnistrøtìue Ageøcy Prøctice. Two hours. Problems encountered by the practitioner in presenting his case before an admini¡trative âgency, with special attention to: illustrative agency Proceedings involving adjudication, rulemaking, and investigation,
including the pre-hearing conference, the testimonial and written
case, comparison of the examiner's initial decision and the agency's
ûnal decision; rules of practice and procedure of representativc
federal, state, and local agencies; government contracts; evalua-

tion of standards for judicial review of administr¿tive âctionthe substantial evidence rule, the clearly erroneous rule, trial dc
nouo; need for legislative reform-appraisal of the Administrative Procedure Act, the Administrative Conference of the United
States, and the Model State Adminisrâtive Procedure Act. (Paper
normally required)
Administrøtiue Law. Three hours. The nature of the administrative
process-formal and informal; separation of powers and the legislative delegation of rulemaking and adjudicatory discretion; the
basic powers and actions of a representative federal agency and
a representative state agency, with comparison of the interlocking
requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act and the Model
State Administrative Procedure Act; the power to investigate
end the right to be represented by counsel; necessity for notice
and hearings; the examiner, the separation of functions, decision
making by the agency; limitations on the exercise of agency demaking and adjudicatory poÍ/er; the right to, methods, timing
and scope of, judicial review of administrative action.
Admìralty, Three hours. Âdmiralty jurisdiction; maritime liens;

F{arter Act and Carriage of Goods by Sea Act; salvage; general
¿verage; collision; charter p¿rties; personal injury and death;
marine insurance; limitation of liability. (ICLJ)
Adaønced Crhninal Laut. Two hours. Advanced studies in criminal
law and administration, Intensive consideration of selected problems.

Aìr Løw /. Three hours. A course focusing mainly on the tort liability of air carriers, air trafrc control agencies, airports, and
manufacturers, and on the special application of contract ând
property doctrines in the ûeld of ¿viation,
Air Laø II. Two hours. Government control of aviation ranging
from study of Civil Aeronautics Board practice and Transportation Department regulation to study of the interaction of
national governmental regulation with international regulation.
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Air Trøøsþort Løbor Reløtìons. Two hours. The effects of the Railway Labor Âct on air transport. Comparative studies of foreign
labor laws. A basic course in labor law is a prerequisite. (If an
insufficient number of students register for this course, it will
be combined with Løbor Problems Snniøar). (Paper normally required)
Atnerican Constìtu,tions. Two hours. Problems of constitutionalism
in the American nations. Particular emphasis will be placed upon
such ûelds as the separation of po$'ers, federalism, and certein
substantive civil economic and social rights. (ICLJ; Paper normally required)
Anølytìcøl larìsþrudeøce. Two hours. ,4. study of the sources of
law, its techniques, and its phases of application with particular
reference to the Anglo-American system of private law; and an
analysis of such concepts as legal personality, the right-duty relationship, possession and ownership, succession, and the role of
legal procedure. (ICLJ; Paper normally required)
Antitrust Semìnør. Two hours. A careful consideration of the legal,
economic, and political issues involved in the public regulation

of

competition and monopoly. Several of the specitc problem
areas, including mergers, marketing arrangements, and patents
are treated in the context of selected industries. (Paper normally
required)
Arbìfuøtioø Semínar. Two hours. ,4, comprehensive study of presentday arbitration as a leading method of settling disputes between
management and labor; commercial arbitration including international commercial arbitration. (Paper normally required)
Busìness Assocíøtions I €d lI. Five hours (two in fall, three in spring;
no credit for one part without the other) , Partnersbì,þsr formation, control, liabilities, properry, dissolurion and disposition of
business; aggregate and entity concepts; internal and external
relations of partners; limited partnerships. Corþorøtìons.' form¿-

tion, control, duties and rights of directors and shareholders,
ûnancing, capitalization, distributions and organic changes; publicly-and closely-held corporations; sectrrities and blue sky laws.
Throughout, income tax âspects are explored, and planning and
problem-solving are emphasized. Special attention is given to the
Texas Business Corporation Act as a representâtive of modern
statutory trends.
Busi.øess Tøxøtiott. Two hours. An introduction to tax problems
incident to business operations, including the formation, oper¿tion, reorganization and liquidation of corporations and partnerships. Prerequisite: Income Taxation.
Ciuì.l Rì.ghts Seøìnør (Sabstøntiue). Two hours. An inquiry into
the origin, evolution, present status, and continued utility of con-

I
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stitutional limitations protecting individual liberty from interference by Government, both state and national. More particu-

larly, consideration of selected problems concerning freedom of
speech and political activity, the separation of church and state,
freeclom from discrimination, personal liberty, and analogous
matters. (Paper normally required)

Ciuil Rigbts Scminar (Procedural). Two hours. A detailed examination of constitutionâl limitations on the imposition of criminal
liability. The seminar will be concerned with police interrogation
and confessions, search and seizure, wire-tapping, double jeopardy,

cruel and unusual punishment, ¿ncl other safeguards

for

those

of crime. (Paper normally required)
Collectiue Bargøini.ng Sentinø, Two hours. Restricted to students
having had Løbor Løu. Deals with problems in collectivc baraccused

gaining, Vill cover selected topics in regard to manâgement
rights, seniority, grievance procedures, and such economic issues
as v/ages,

automation, and supplementary urìemployment benefits.

(Paper normally required)

Commerciøl Code. Four hours. Study of Uniform Commercial
Code with special emphasis on sections relating to sales,
negotiable instruments, and secured transactions, Sales: passing of
title, risk of loss, warranties, remedies of buyer and seller, secured

transactions. Negotiable instruments: form, negotiation, holders
personal and real defenses, banking procedures of
collecting and remitting, dishonor, discharge; bills of lading and
warehouse receipts; suretyship problems.
Cotttm.ercial Law l, (Common-Law Curriculum), Three hours.
Discussion of detailed problems of the Anglo-American law of
contracts and agency, ancl the sales section of the Uniform Commercial Code.
Connnarcia.l Løtu lI. (Common-Law Curriculum). Three hours.
Problems and cases on securecl transactions ancl commercial paper
sections of the Uniform Commercial Code,
Cotnntan Mørke t Løu.,. Two hours. An intensive study of the basic
principles and problcms of the European Economic Community
with comparisons to the Latin American Free Trade Association
and the Central American Common Market. Study will be mrde
of the customs and trade area established or attempted to be
established by the three commnnities, the development of comrnon
economic policies, and the institutions established to carry out

in due course,

these functions. (ICLJ)

Cornþørøtiae Ci.uil Procedure. Two hours. An examination of the
principal institutions and concepts in Civil Procedure in the major procedural systems, Some of the topics to be discussed are
jurisdiction of courts, venue, methods of pleading or bringing
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the facts to the attenrion of the adverse party

concept

of

"pleading" does not exist

and,

t

5

the court (the

in civil law countries),

role of the judge in conducting the trial, devices for simplifying
the normal course of a lawsuir, review of judgments by trial-anã
appellate courts, execution of judgments, and-non-adversary procedures. Individual research and group discussion will be encouraged. (ICIJ)
Comþøratiue Crìmi.øøl Jøstice. Two hours. Introduction to and discussion of the nature of the criminal process in the civil law,
with emphasis on the law of France.-Comparative studies of
criminal justice in the civil law system with that of the United
States with the objective of gaining perspecrive on rhe American

syrtem and attempting to find more workable analogues ro some
of the present criminal procedures in the United Staies. Examples
of specific problems that might be explored include the feasibi-lity
of transforming the Federal CommisJioner into the equivalent of
che civil law system's investigating magistrate and allowing full
pre--_trial discovery as in rhe civil law syrtem. (ICLJ; Papei normally required)
Cornþørøtiue Latu L Two hours, Sources of private law, code interpretêtion and classiûcation, general theoiy of juridical acrs in
civil-law jurisdictions. Major itructure of ihe law of obligations,
prgpe.rty, persona.l and real, the land registry, the family and
inheritance as well as of civil law acrions and- remedies, Cóncentrates principally but nor exclusively on a sclected civil law juris-

diction. (ICLJ)

Il. Two hours. Commercial law of civil law jurisdictions, its application to rrânsactions, and to problems of draÍting _and counseling in commcrcial conrracts. Includes study of
civil law, business associations, and negotiable instrumentr. öorrcentrates principally but not exclusively on a selected civil law

Cotn.þøratiue Latu

jurisdiction. (ICLJ)

Comþøratiue .Prìuøte lnternatìonal Løtu. Two hours.

A

comparative

analysis of the mosr importanr concepts of internatiott"l cotrflict of laws and their application in the courrs of the U.S., England, France, Germany, some Latin American counrries, and tËe
Socialist countries. Af.ter a series of lectures, it is planned to assign the most importânr topics such as jurisdiction^, enforcement
of foreign judgments, and the choice-of-law rules for contracts,
torts, property, wills and esrares, and family law for seminar-type
discussions. (ICLJ; Paper normally required)
Confli.ct of. Løtus. Three hours. The law relating to rransactions
having elemenrs in more than one state; domicile; bases of iurisdiction of courrs and of srares; rhe rules developed and applied
with respect to property, contracts, torts, and family law.

FT
t'¡
¡
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Corþorate Finøøce. Two hours. Capital structure and corporate indebtedness, dividends, repurchase and redemption of issued shares,
and organizational changes (charter amendments, merger, corlsolidation, and sale of assets); related problems of stâte and federal regulation.
Corþorate Plønnìng. Two hours. Planning and problem course in
corporate, tax, securities, accounti¡rg, and related telds. Studentc
will draft instruments and supporting memoranda in solution of
a variety of questions in corporate organization, ûnancing, opera-

tion, acquisition, and reorganization. Background knowledge
equivalent to Blts¡ness Associatìons I øød lI and Income Tøxøtion
is presupposed.

Corþorøte Reorgønìzation. Two hours, Solvent reorganizations under
federal and state law. Special âttention will be given to the tax
and corporate laws aspects of solvent corporate reorgânizations
including mergers, acquisitions, and recapitalizations. Students
will draft instruments and supporting memoranda in solving various problems relating to corporate rcorgtnizations. Prerequisites:
Busìøess Associøtìons I øød. II a¡d Inco¡ne Tøxøtion, (ICLJ; Paper
normally required)

Creditors' Rìgbts. Three hours. Enforcement of judgments; ârtâchment, garnishment, sequestration and receivership; statutes of

limitation; fraudulent conveyances; assignmenrs for benett of
creditors and compositions; bankruptcy.

Damages. Two hours. Standards applicable generally to rhe computation of damages; meâsure of damages in contract, torts, and
condemnation proceedings.

Dìrected Reseørch. Maximum of three hours. Research upon legal
problems in any ñeld of law may be carried on with rhe consenr
of the instructor involved, A comprehensive, analytical, and critical paper must be prepared to rhe instructor's satisfaction.
Open to students who have completed oyer one-rhird of hours
required for graduation. Prior to registration for Directed Research, the student must obtain, on a form supplied by the Records Secretary, written approval of the instructor for the research
project.
Economìcs

of Trønsþortøtìon ønd Locøtion. Three hours. Develop-

ment of transportation in the U.S,; functions of transportation;
theory of trânsportation rates; transportâtion geography, theory
of location; location changes and problems of adjustment.

Two hours. A study of various acrs covering
employer-employee relations such as soci¿l securiry, fair labor
standards acts, unemployment compensation, Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act, \Øalsh-Healy, and Davis-Bacon ,{.cts.

Emþloyee Reløtìoøs.
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Eqøìtøble Remedies. Two hours. Nature and source of equitable
rights; speciûc performance and recovery situations; reformation;
rescission; restitution; injunctions; interpleader; quieting title;
limit¿tions on pov/ers of court sitting in equity.
Estøte Ad.ministrøtì.on. Two hours. Probate and fiduciary administration of trusts and decedents' estates; problems of interpretation and construction of wills and trusts. Prerequisite: Vills ønd
Trasts.
Estøte Plønnìng ønd. Pructìce, Tn'o hours. Problems involved in the
planning of estates with emphasis on tax savings and simplifed

administration; the drafting of trusts and wills
programs

of

io

achieve

iound

estate management; consideration of problems incithe use of family partnerships, family corporations, and

dent to
other intra-family arrangemenrs.

Etbìcs ønd. Løut Semìnør. Two hours. (Alternative to Etbìcs Lectares.) A seminar on erhical problems of interest to lawyers and
ministers in the performance of the duties of their respective
professions. Students. examine practical situations in whicñ questions of the responsibilities of the lawyer to his client, the coìrts
and society are presented. Similar situations involving the minister's relation to his church and community are examined. Enrollment is by permission of the insrrucror. (In conjunction with
Perkins School of Theology.) (ICLJ; Paper normaliy required)

Føtnily,Løu (formerly Domestic Relations). Three hours. The legal
problems of the family including marriage, annulment,'adoption,
divorie,
legitimacy, cusrody, and suppor-

of fañly

members,

and other matters.
Fed.erul Aþþelløte Prøctice ønd Philosoþby. Consideration of the
process oÍ. appeal and review in federal criminal and civil ceses.

Courts. Three hours. Diversiry of citizenship jurisdiction;
federal question jurisdiction; removal of cases from itate courts;
conflicts between federal and state judicial sysrems; the substantive law ?pplied in_the federal courts; problems of venue, process,
and joinder; appellate jurisdiction and procedure.

Federøl

Oil ønd. Gøs Tøxøtion Two hours. Tax problems of the
petroleum industry-; the leasing rransâcrion, farm-ãuts and sharing
arrangements; drilling and developmenr cosrs; operations. Techniques used in sales and exchanges, depletion anðintangibles, development and operations, finances ãnd sharing
"rtaãge*.rrts,l
transfers of oil properties, unitization, and other organization

Federøl

matters.

Food aød;Drøg l.øw. Two hours. Seminar dealing with the governmental controls under the Federal Food, Drug,lnd Cosmetic .A.ct.

v<
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Forensic Medicine. Two hours. Designed ro meer the needs of law
students and medical students this course deals with the broad
field v¡here medical mâtters come into relation q¡ith the lawcertification of the live and dead, the study of violent and unnatural deaths, scientific criminal investigation, the coroner, court
procedure, medical ethics, and the like.

Future løterests Serninør, Tv¡o hours, Vested and contingent interests in property; povrers of appointment; class gifts and construction problems; the Rule against Perpetuities; direct restrainrs on
alienation.

Gouernment Contrøcts, Two hours, An introducrion to the law
of contrâcts with the Federal Government including vâriations
from law of private contracts and special areas of formal advertising, changes, eqtritable adjustments, delays, and disputes.
Gouernnteøt, Labor, ønd Bu.sincss. Three hours. Organization and
procedure of fecleral and state administrative agencies; delegations
of powers, the natr¡re of the power vested in administrative
agencies, requirements of clue process, judicial control over administrative action. Association of employees and the legality and
illegality of labor objectives; forms of concerred activities such

as strikes, picketing, primary and second¡ry boycotts; legal
âspects of collective bargaining. Legal adjustments of the conflict of interests caused by the rise of large scale business associations with emphasis upon conrrol of monopoly and restraints of
competition by antitrust acts and control over unfair methods of

competition.

of Oil ønd Gas. Two hours. Need for
regulation, state and federal; sorlrces of tl-re right to regulate;
growth and trencl of regulation; courr rcview of administrative
acts; federal versus state regulation; efiect upon prices, competition, ultimate recovery, royalty owners, operâtors, and the economy generally; nature and mech¿nics of oil and gas reservoirs;
voluntary and compulsory clevices for accomplishing poolings
and unitizations and their operational objectives; consequences
of poolings and unitizations upon property and contract interest
affected. Prerequisite: the basic course in Oil and Gas.

Goaarn.tt.ctt.t Rcgu.latioø

Iøsu,rance.

Two hours, Principles governing the making and con-

struction

of

insurance contracts; types

of

insurance organiza-

tions; government supervision and control; interests protected
by insurance contracts; selection ¿nd control of risks; study of
standârd form of insurance policies and the consrnrction ¿nd
application of Texas statutes.
lnter-Atnerìcøn RegionøI Lau. Two hours. International legal
principles of the American States, with particular emphasis upon

Description of

Courses
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the Charter of the Organization of American Srates, the InrerAmerican Trcaty of Reciprocal Assistance, the Amerlcan Treâty
on Pacific Settlement; a itudy of juridical-polirical problems of
the Americas. (ICLJ)

Intemøtìonal Løu. Three hours. The narure of the international
legal.system; territory; narionaliry; jurisdiction; claims; inrernational agreemenrs; force and war. (ÍCLJ)
Internøtioøøl Orgaøizatìons Løtu, Three hours. The United Na_
tions: structure; pov/ers and functions of its organs; international

status; mainten¿nce
(ICLJ)

of

peace and security; nation building.

Joørøøl of Air Løat øød. Cotntnerce. Maximum credit, three hours.
Preparation of comments on topics of current interlsts, notes on
cases of signiûcance, and editoriãl work incident to pubiication of
Jourøøl of Air Laat and Contrnerce.

of Ah Løru

Editorìøl Seninør. One hour. A
discussion of current lourntør
research projects, offered as a seminar to integrate
lourøá|, work
with the insrrucrional program of the Schoo"l of íaw. Limited

Joørøøl

ønd. Commerce

forum.for joint faculty and student
to editors

dents

gf. the Joørnøl

of rhe Institure of

of A* Løut øøìl Commerce, and to

stu_

Áerospace Law.

Løbor Løta. Three hours. Fedelal_law governing labor-management
relations. Includes a study of the rigits and ãuties of ,rrrioi, ,J
employers; _the forms of concerred ãctivity, such as striker, pic_
heting; and boycotts; the negoriation and enforcement of cãf.._
tive bargaining agreements;- and problems of jurisdiction and
accommodation arising under vaiious srare aíd federal laws
affecting labor relations.
Labor Problerns se¡ninør, Two hours. seminar designed for students
having a special interest in labor law, Examples"of topics studied
are: impact of a-nritrust law on labor relãtions; duty oÍ. f.ajr
representâtion; relation of federal labor statutes to ths common

law of torts; constitutional aspects of certain forms of concerted
activity¿ recenr developments in the duty to bargain; the evolving

law_ of the "hor cargo'; agreemenr;
óf Nfnn
"c"o**od"ão"
Title VII of Civil Rights-Act; public
""ã
employees and union rep_
resentation; sertlemenr of emergency disputãs; NLRB remedial

orders; changing institution¿l naiure-of laLor unions; inrra-union
relations.
Lanrl

.Use P.lanøing. Two hours. Evolution

of legal theory frorn

of the comprehãnsive plan as a.,
element of local land r"J control; componänts of thå comprehensive plan, ancl methods for its 6¡i6¡ç6ms¡¡-particulärly
nuisance doctrines to recognition

ïr
i

I

1

i
:
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zoning, subdivision regulation, street maPping, set bac-k .orditratrc"i; administration of zoning and subdivision regulationamendments

of the zoning ordinance, sPot zoning,

special exceP-

tions, special permits, floating zones, variances' accessory use'
nonconforming use, due process requirements, the subdivision

I

plat, declaratiãns of restriciions, legality of administrative condiiions; public acquisition of land-urban renewal, mass transportation, open spaðe; the exercise of the power of eminent domain.
Løut øøil Psychiatry. Two hours. A seminar tâught jointly by
members of legal and medical (psychiatric) faculties, inquiring
broadly into criminal and civil law. The objective is to- train
lawyeis to understand and use some of the insights of the behavior¿l sciences. (ICLJ; Paper normally required)
Løw

ìn

ment

Socìety

I.

Two hours. A study of the historical developconcerning the nature and purpose of law;

of dóctrines

of the legal ethic of the American society; the relationof law, morality, and religion. (ICLJ)

origins
ships

lI. Two hours. Contemporary thought concerning
the concepi, functions, and limits of law; legal institutions-and

Løat iø Society

modern society; legal positivism and Anglo-American legal
theory. (ICLJ)
Legal Accoøntìng, Tv¡o hours. An introduction to the theory-and
frinciples of accounting. Emphasis is placed on a legal analysis

ôf r.tCh matters as determination of income' methods of alloc¿ting costs to different accounting periods, transactions involving
de-bt and equity tnancing, concepts of corporate surplus, and
techniques of consolidating corporate financial stâtements.
Legøl Aid. Maximum credit, three hours. Representâtion of indigent clients in all types of cases, civil and criminal, with close
iaculty supervision. This includes interviewing, PreParation of
briefs and þleadings, and court âppearances as well as attendance
ât lectures on the practical application of legal principles and
the role of social agencies in relation thereto.

Legal History. Three hours.

A

study

of

basic legal concepts

in his-

iorical peripective with England and reference to developments-in
the United-States in general and Texas in particular. Particular

put on the development of the rules of contracts and
toris to demonstrate the impact of historical trends upon modern

emphasis is

substantive and adjective law. (ICLJ; Paper normally required)

LegøI Problems of Oøter Sþøce Actiuity. Two hours. A study in
ãepth of selected national and international legal problems posed

by the

development

normally required)

of

space-going capabilities.

(ICLJ;

Paper

Description of
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of tbe Urbm Society. Two hours. A study of the
law in action in the contemporãry urban community, of the
social impact of the law, and bf the role of the legal þroc"rs as
an instrument of social ordering and social control; idintifying
emerging community-legal problems, deûning the pertinencê oÍ
law to the problems, and exploring possible legal soiutions.
Legìsløtion. Two hours. A study of the legislative process in the
context of statute construction and drafting. ,{.ttention is given
to constitutional limitations on rhe subject -matter and form of
statutes, as v¡ell as to the judicial interpretation of statutes.
Medìco-Legøl Problems, Two hours. A study of the relation of law
Legøl Problems

and medicine, including the considerations involved when membe-rs of the legal and medical professions must cooperâte in the
solution.of a problem. Subjecis covered include: medical diagnosis and case management; an anâtomy of trauma; preparatiõn

and trial

of

c¿ses

involving medical'resrimony and iospital

records; and damages. Lecrures by medical and legal experts.

Mental Condìtions ønd Critninal, Lìøbility, Two hours. Study of
mental conditions as
of criminal liability. Concepis of
-requisires
voluntariness, criminal intent, motive, hnowing rectlessness,

ïegü-

gence, dure_:s, provocation, mistake, reasonablJ man, insanity, à'ad
the like will be examined.

Militøyy Løut
-aød,fastìce. Tq'o hours. Seminar investigation
problems of military law ¿nd procedures.

of

the

Coart. One hour. fntroduction to the art of persuasion bv
written and oral legal arguments; course culmin¿æs in annuíl

Moot

moot court comPetition.

Munìcìþøl Corþoratìoøs. Two hours. Legislarive conrrol oyer municipal corporârions i_ncluding consrirurional limitation on legislative powers-, home rule provisions, federal-local licensing and contractual relationships; general municipal powers and-the police
powgri municipal expenditures and publii purpose limitaiions;
municipal conrracts including agreements with- labor orsaniza-

tions;.municipal bonds, property, taxes, special assessmenõ; mu-

nicipal liability in tort.

Oil ønd Gøs. Three hours. Exrenr of title in oil and gas; cor-

relative rights and duties of owners in a common ,"r.rrräi.i go.r_
ernmental regulation; remedies against trespassers; analysií of
insrruments conveying mineral
,interests, iniluding both deeds
and leases; parririon; pooling and unitization.

Pøtent

Lau¡, Two

hours. Legislative provisions, patentabilitv. orior

art, Patenr.Ofice practice, validity, infringemìnt, licerrsiiii

relations with respect to copyright and trademark.

a.rd
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Practice Coørt I añ Il, Two hours. Preparation ancl trial of cases.
Students are divided into groups of two*-one representing the
plaintifi, the other representing the defendant-and speciûc cases
áre assigned each group. Fall semester-investigation of the case,
preparation of the pleading, interlocutory hearings on motions
ánd demurrers, and drafting proper orders, pre-trial proceedings
¿nd selection of the jury. Spring ssmss¿s¡-¡¡ial on merits, ex-

amination
issues,

of

witnesses, preparâtion

of instructions

and

special

motions incident to judgment, motions for new trial, per-

fection of

appeals.

iø Professionøl Resþoøsibility, Two hours. (Alternative
to Etbics Lectares.) Intensive study of ethical considerations in

Problems

day-to-day law practice, examined through problems posing questions about conscience and the application of the Canons of Professional Ethics.
Problems of Doing Bu'siness Abroøcl. Three hours. An intensive study
of the practical legal problems encountered by individuals and
corpotaiionr doing business abroad under national and international law. The course also contains a brief survey of tax systems
with emphasis on taxes imposed and entities taxable; analysis of
reciprocal tâx conventions in force between U.S. and other
couãtries; treatment of business abroad under U.S' and foreign
tax statutes. (ICLJ)
Problent.s of Proof . Two hours. Burden of proof and presumptions
on particular issues; procedure of admitting and excluding evidenõe, parol evidence; actual practice in making proof of essen-

tial elements of a cause of action or

defense.

Proþert^tt Secarìt^y. Two hours. The real proPerty mortgage including

rîehñ and duiies before and after foreclosure, priorities, transfer

of"interests of mortgagor and mortgagee, subrogation, marshalling,
discharge, and redemption.

An examination of those
,-..to., of the economy that are comprehensively regulated by

Regøløted Iniløstries Seminør. Two hours.

governmental authority. The pertinent legal and economic quesconsidered and theii resolution within the framework
ãio.r,
of the"".administrative process is explored. Attention is focused
on such selected industries as transPortation, communication,
agriculture, banking, and public Power.

Regøløtion of Basìness, Three hours. A study of government reg,ulãtion of business; control over monoPoly and other devices for
restraining competition by the federal antitrusts acts, their interpretatiõn and application; control by the courts' legislatures,
and the Federal Trade Commission over unfair methods of competition; problems of rate-regulated public utilities.

Description of
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Two hours. The principles of subsrantive Rom¿n
law with an emphasis on the law of pêrsons, properry, and obliga-

Romøø Løu.,,

tions. The treatmenr is comparative. Intensivè sfudy is devoted to
the_ law of
.sale using the texts of the Digest and comparing principles_developed wirh those of tradirional Anglo-Amãricañ common law, modern continental and Latin Amèrican systems, ancl
the Uniform Commercial Code. (ICLJ; Paper normaliy required)

A study of the deof rules to meát the impact
of scientiûc and technological innovations, and of how diverse
societigs are organized to meet new problems through law.

Scicn,ce, Tecbnology,

ønil Løtu. Two hours.

velopment- by courts and legislators

(ICLJ; Paper normally required)

Secørities Regøløtion. Two hours. Federal and srare (particularly
Texas_) regulation

of the issuance and sale of corporaiè securitiej;

anti-f.raud provisions, broker-dealer registration, securities registration, adminisrrarion and enforcemenr, civil liability and
rescission, exemprions, fi.nancial reporring, insider trading, and
proxy regulation. (Paper normally required)
Soutbuestern Løu loamøL Maximum credit, three hours. Preparation of co¡ûnents on topics of current interest, notes on caJes of
signi6cance, and editorial work incident to publication of the
Sout bue

s

tern Løtu f oarnøL

State and Locøl Taxation. Two hours, Selected problems in urban
taxation with particular reference to property, sales, and income

taxes. Problems

of

authority, intergovernmental cooperation,

economic impact, and administrative xnd review processes.

Tøx Procedure and. Liti.gation. Two hours. Preparation and trial
of tax cases in the Federal Courts; representaiion of a taxpayet
before the Internal Revenue Service; administrative powerJ and
procedurcs of the Internal Revenue Service; criminal violations of
the Internal Revenue Code; accumulations of supporting evidence
for a tax plan.

Policy. Two hours. The interaction berween
budgetary demands and revenue policy; equity and fairness of
taxation; effect of taxation on business activity; relationship between federal and state taxing systems; social, political, atrd economic implications of the tax srrucrure,

Tøxøtion øød Fiscøl

of Busiøess Entities. Two hours. Tax problems incident
to the organization, operation, reorganization, termination, and
sale of business entities including partnerships, corporations, and
other forms of business organizations; and the relaled tax problems of the owners of such enterprises. Prerequisite: Income

Tøxøtion

T øxation, Bu.siness T øxation.

¡Fr
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Taxøtion of Delerred Comþensøtion Pløns. Two hours. S-urvey of
t¿x law relati"g to varioris kinds of deferred comPensation Plans'
including protã sharing, stock bonus, and pension plans; quali6ed
rtt¿ tro¡-qualiûed stock oPtions; deferred compensation contracts'
Texøs Lønd Titles, Two hours. Contracts for sale of land; forms
of deeds; descriptions; watrü7ty and other covenants of title;

escrows;-recording statutes; practice in drafting; acquisition of
title to land through adverse possession.

Two hours. The Texas law of separate
and community prôperiy, and family ProPerty exempt from

Texøs Matrimoniøl Proþett1.

creditor's claims.
Texas Prøctice. Three hours. A critical examination of these areas
of Texas procedure: jurisdiction-over the subject ma-t-te¡ and the
person; võnue and piea of privilege; pleading; -special issue sub-

ioirriotr; doctrine of dir.ct ãnd collateral attacks on judgments;
appellate jurisdiction and procedure.

'Vøte¡ Løw. Two hours. System of water rights; riparian, appropriation, and prescriptive rights; surface and underground waters,

termination of rights; injuries caused by water.

'Vorkneø's Comþensation One hour. A comprehensive study of
the Texas tVorl,-en's Compensation Act and the court decisions
interpreting the various provisions of the act.

Y

Schedule

of

6t

Courses

SCFIEDULE OF COURSES
SUMMER SESSION 1969
Administr¿tive Law --,----*-------------- 3
State and Loc¿l Taxation
Creditors' Rights
Family Law

3

Legal ,{.ccounting
Legal Âid

2

---,---_------- z

Texas Land Titles

2

Texm Matrimonial Property --------Tex¿s Practice
\Øills ¿nd Trusts

2

FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS 1969-1970
P¡rr, srlr¡rsrr¡.

1969

SPRING SEMESTER 1970

*First Yeør Reqøired
Contracts

,

I

Crimes

Procedure I
Legal \Triting

,

Property

J

Torts I

0

I

t

Courses

Contracts

II

3.

t

Criminal Procedure -----_Procedure II
Legal \Øriting
Property u

Torts

3

I

t
t

II

*Second Year Reqøired Cou.rses
Constitutional L¿w
Income Taxation

I

3

Constitutional

L¡w II ----------------

2

3

\Øills md T¡usts

3

*Thìrd Yeør Reqøhed
Ethics

Courses

1

Evidence

4

Electiue Courses

Air Lav¡ I
A¡bitration

J

Business Associations

Civil Rights

I

--------- ----

-

2

Adv¿nced Criminal Law --------------- 2

Air Transport Labor

Commercial Code
fCommercial Law I (Common) -Comparative Civil Procedure --,Comparative Criminal Justice ---Comparative Law I ---Comparative Private

Business Associations
Business Taxation

t

t-t
--------------------- 2

Labor Law
Land Use Planning

Law and Psychiatry

Collective Bargaining Seminar -,-- 2
fCommercial Law II (Common) -- 3
I
Common Market Law
Comparative Law IL,-.----..--.- - z
Conflict of Laws
3
Directed Research
-,
Damages

2

3

t

Federal Courts

5

.

,
2
-..- 2
..
2

Estate Administration ----- ,, ---,----Estate Planning and P¡actice .-,-- -Federal Appellate Practice
and Philosophy ----------,,^-----------

2

----

2

-------------

II

Civil Rights (Substantive)
Civil Rights (Procedural) -.

-------------------- 2
Conflict of Laws -----..-,-,-,---- -,,-..----- l
Corporate Finance
2

----.-., -

a

Relations .-,- 2

American Constitutions

Intcrnationel Law

fnternational Organization

3

Air Law II

Seminar

Family Law
Inter-American Regional Law

3

Admiralty

(Substantive)

Corporate Planning
Creditors' Rights
Directed Research
Employee Relations
Equitable Remedies

Administrative Law ---------------------

t

3

2

Federal Oil and Gas Taxation ---Forensic Medicine -------- -- ---------------

* Required courses must be taken in the year and semester indicated.
f Course open to only foreign civil-law trained students.

2

2
2
2
2
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Law in Society I ----------------------Legal .{id
Mental Conditions and

2

2
Criminal Liability
t
Military Lew and Justice -.
Municiial Corporaiiots --------:- )

Oil ¡nd

3
Ges -------------Pr¿ctice Court I ------------------- t

Problems in Professional
Responsibility

2

Regulated Industries

2

-----------

fitig"t¡ori -----Tax Procedure
"r¿ Policy ------Taxation and Fiscal
Texas Matrimonial Property -------

2

Taxation of Business Entities -------

2

U.S. Constitutional Structu¡e

3

\ØorLmen's Compensation

---..

2

,

-------- I

Government Contrâcts ----:------*Government, Labor,
¿nd Business

Iroumce

2
3

2

International Law ----------------------- 3
Lebor Problem¡
Law in Society II ----,------------------ t
t
Legal .{id

t

Legal History
Leg¿l Problems of Outer
Space Âctivities
Legal Problems of
Urbm Society

2
2

I

Moot Court
Non-Labor Arbitretion
Seminar

Patent Lew
z
Practics Court II ----------------------" I
Problems of Doing
Busines Ab¡o¡d
3
Problems of Proof
2

Property Security

R.gil.tior of

2

Business

---:-:
Science, Technology, and Lar¡
Securities Regulation

3
----

)

State and Loc¿l T¿xation ------------ t
T¿xation of Deferred
Compensation Plans ---------------- 2
3
Texas Pr¿ctice

* Course open only

to {oreign civilJ¡w trained

students.

ir
I
I
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